BREAKING BAD NEWS

Breaking bad news is an inevitable part of medical practice. Most of us worry about our ability to communicate sensitive and sometimes distressing news to patients and their relatives.

Breaking bad news in a direct and abrupt manner, without taking into account the patient’s need for information, can be damaging. There is an increasing recognition that bad news can be given tactfully & that the process can begin to prepare patients & relatives for what may be ahead.

■ WHAT IS BAD NEWS?

What would you consider bad news in your life/ knowledge that you had failed an exam? Not getting the job, you wanted, hearing that a relative or someone close to you was ill or had died. Being refused a bank loan? How was the bad news given to you? Directly, in a roundabout way, in a letter or over the phone?

What was your first reaction? How did you cope? Did you feel differently about the news 3 hours later/ the next day? Could the news have been given to you differently, or in a way that softened the blow?

The death of a patient or the diagnosis of serious illness, progressive disease or handicap is usually considered bad news. Some doctors would add having to tell a patient that there is no bed available in the hospital, that the patient’s medical notes have been misplaced, or that an operation has had to be cancelled.

There are many situations in which doctors might preface giving news with “I am sorry to tell you that … “ or “I am pleased to tell you…” illustrating how value and meaning are attached to information from the outset. Such preconceptions about what is good and bad news are based on personal and professional experience. However, in some cases, these preconceptions may directly influence a patient’s emotional responses to this information.

■ WHAT IS DIFFICULT ABOUT GIVING BAD NEWS?

■ WHY IS IT DIFFICULT TO GIVE BAD NEWS?

- The ‘messenger’ may feel responsible and fears being blamed.
- Not knowing how best to do it.
- Possible inhibition because of personal experience of loss.
- Reluctance to change the existing doctor-patient relationship.
- Fear of upsetting the patient’s existing family roles/structure.
- Not knowing the patient, their resources and limitations.
- Fear of the implications for the patient, e.g. disfigurement, pain, social and financial losses.
- Fear of the patient’s emotional reaction.
- Uncertainty as to what may happen next and not having answers to some questions.
- Lack of clarity about one’s own role as a health-care provider.
Another reason for difficulty in giving bad news is a fear of extreme reactions, such as the threat of violence, emotional distress and suicidal thoughts. Other reasons for a reluctance to give bad news may be more subtle. Telling a patient they have a chronic condition, such as diabetes or hemophilia, means they will have a lifelong relationship with the health-care system.

**OPTIONS FOR MANAGING DIFFICULT SITUATIONS**

Before describing some guidelines for giving bad news, we need to consider what options may be available for managing difficult clinical situations. There are four main considerations, described below.

- **To whom should bad news be given?**

  It is almost impossible to justify doing so 'to protect the patient' or 'because it would hurt the patient to know. There are some specific situations in which you may need to consider whether to give bad news. For example, if a patient is deemed to be psychotic, and presumably may not understand what has happened, there may be reason to withhold bad news. When treating a child, one usually confers with the parent or guardian before breaking bad news.

- **Who should give bad news?**

  For several reasons, it may be more appropriate for another doctor to break bad news. For example, a patient sent to a hospital for special tests may still expect their general practitioner to reveal the results, rather than the hospital consultant. Giving bad news usually requires time, so it may be inappropriate for someone to do so at the end of a shift. It may be preferable to hand over the task to other colleagues, provided they are fully briefed and acquainted with the case.

  However, it is poor practice to delegate the task to a colleague because you do not feel like confronting the patient yourself.

- **When should bad news be given?**

  There is usually the option of withholding the bad news until a later stage. One advantage is that you can try gradually to break the news; this in turn gives the patient and relatives time to adjust. On the other hand, withholding the news may deny them the opportunity to face up to it and begin to make the necessary adjustments in their personal lives.

- **Should you give hope and reassurance along with bad news?**

  Reassurance is sometimes inappropriate and may serve to sweep fear under the carpet that will only resurface later on. Where doctors repeatedly reassure patients, they may take off some of their patients’ anxiety and assume responsibility for some decisions that could otherwise be shared. This can lead to feelings of burnout and stress, and doctors also run the risk of colluding with patients’ denial of the severity of problems, or potential problems, if false hope is offered.
HOW TO BREAK BAD NEWS?

- Personal preparation.
- The physical setting.
- Talking to the patient and responding to their concerns.
- Arranging follow-up or referral.
- Feedback and handover to professional colleagues.

**- Personal preparation:**

- Is the patient expecting bad news, or am I ‘going in cold’?
- Should anyone else be present (such as a nurse or relative)?
- What does the patient already know about the illness, or what has happened?
- What personal resources does the patient have?
- Do I have sufficient time to spend with the patient?
- Can someone else look after may bleep for an hour?
- Are there any ‘what if …?’ Questions I should prepare myself for? (e.g. ‘What if he discharges himself?’; ‘What if she gets angry with me?’)

Pause, think and pre-empt difficulties before seeing the patient. In giving bad news, more difficulties arise from not thinking clearly about what you are doing and how best to achieve it than from not having answers to some of the patient’s questions.

**- The physical setting:**

- Do not give bad news at the end of physical examinations while the patient is still undressed.
- Do not give bad news in corridors and over the telephone (if this can be avoided).
- Do not pace around, keep looking out of the window or become distracted by activities nearby.

**- Talking to the patient and responding to concerns:**

Failure to attend to these points may render the encounter ineffective, unhelpful or destructive to the patient. Breaking bad news requires:

- Empathy.
- Starting with what the patient or relative already knows or understands.
- Finding out what they want to know.
- Active listening and giving information.
- Eliciting the patient’s own resources for coping.
- Instilling realistic hope.
- **Empathy:**

  Empathy is conveyed in two different ways. Listening attentively to patients and attempting to understand their predicament more fully is one description of empathy.

- **Start with what the patient already knows:**

  Before giving bad news, it is useful to have an up-to-date impression of what the patient understands and believes about the illness. This will directly affect how you give the news.

- **Find out what the patient wants to know:**

  Having established what the patient already knows, you can begin to update their knowledge and understanding. However, because you may not be clear about what the patient wants to be told, and at what stage, you first need to find out by asking: ‘What would you like to be told? Is there anything you would prefer not to hear about?’ Once the rules for communication are established, you are free from having to make difficult judgments about what to say. You thus avoid being blamed, or feeling embarrassed.

- **Arranging for follow-up or referral:**

  After a patient has been given bad news, the last few moments of the meeting are particularly important, as their main concerns inevitably arise now if they have not already been addressed. It is tempting to assume that patients have retained and understood what they have been told. Asking patients to summarize what they remember is a way to check what they have retained. If you do not correct any misunderstandings now, they may recall only the positive or negative aspects of the news, both of which may increase the risk of reactive depression, denial, anxiety and even suicide. A plan should be made for follow-up contact to contain some of their anxiety and provide a further opportunity to address concerns. In some cases, it may be appropriate to make a referral to another professional, such as a psychologist or counselor, for specialist help with bereavement, anxiety and depression, and personal and relationship difficulties.

- **Feedback and handover to colleagues:**

  It is good practice to inform colleagues about the meeting with the patient. Summarize what the patient, and others, have been told and understand, and what possible problems or reactions can be expected. This helps others caring for the patient to know what to say without confusing or upsetting the patient with different information about prognosis and treatment. Discussion and consultation with colleagues can also make the task of giving bad news easier by increasing professional support and exploring ideas about how else the patient could have been managed.

- **WHAT TO DO IF...?**

  Medical students and doctors often ask: ‘what do I do if a patient cries, or becomes angry, or threatens suicide?’ While these reactions are common, it is nearly impossible to predict how a patient will react to bad news, even if the patient is well known to us. It is important, however, to act in a supportive and professional manner. Whatever advice may be appropriate to the specific situation, only act in a way that is congruent with your own feelings and within the limits of professional conduct. For example, if you are uncomfortable holding a patient’s hand while he cries, do not do so: it will probably come across as contrived and awkward.
- What if the patient cries?

Usually, you would give them some tissues, or pause, or say: ‘I can see you are very upset’. Although some doctors advocate touching (for example on the shoulder or arm), be careful not to seem intrusive. It is usually inappropriate, for example, to hug or to kiss a patient. After a few moments, you should continue talking, even if they are still crying. Very few patients will object, or feel offended provided the doctor remains sympathetic. For example: ‘I am sorry to have to give you this news. It is not easy for me. Were you expecting to hear this?’ by way of contrast, it would be inappropriate to say “cheer up. Things could be worse’.

- What if the patient becomes angry or violent?

How would you react if a close friend shared some recent bad news with you and started to cry? What do you think the friend might expect of you? How would you know that to do?

- If the patient threatens suicide:

In most cases, patients can be talked out of harming themselves or resorting to suicide. However, this demands patience, care and reassurance. If the patient hints at suicide, make your concerns explicit. For example: ‘I was wondering where you are going from here?’ Open discussion about suicidal feelings can be comforting for the patient and conveys that you are not afraid to confront sensitive issues. A patient who hints at or who threatens suicide should not be discharged or left alone. The opinion of a psychiatrist or psychologist must be sought in cases where the patient remains suicidal.
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ABSTRACT

Health care communication is a skill that is critical to safe and effective medical practice; it can and must be taught. Communication skill influences patient disclosure, treatment adherence and outcome, adaptation to illness, and bereavement. This article provides a review of the evidence regarding clinical communication in the pediatric setting, covering the spectrum from outpatient primary care consultation to death notification, and provides practical suggestions to improve communication with patients and families, enabling more effective, efficient, and empathic pediatric health care.

INTRODUCTION/OVERVIEW

Health care communication is a critical, but generally neglected, component of pediatric and pediatric subspecialty practice and training and is a skill that can and must be taught.1–13 The practicing clinician’s ability to communicate openly and with compassion is essential for effective and efficient routine health care; this ability becomes a vital lifeline for parents and children confronted with life-altering and sometimes life-ending conditions.11–16 The purpose of this report is to provide research-based and practical guidance to enable effective communication with pediatric patients and their families in a number of common settings and situations. Although child abuse, sexuality, divorce, and many other situations are not individually addressed, the principles and approaches discussed apply equally to these situations.

Communication is the most common “procedure” in medicine. Health care communication is different from normal social discourse, because intimate and very private issues are often discussed. These include hopes and fears, developmental concerns, sexuality, and mental health disorders. Painful issues, such as abuse, school failure, drug use, and terminal illness, are also discussed. Communication is the foundation of the therapeutic relationship; it is the basis of fiduciary and ethical obligations of physicians to patients and their families. Effective health care communication is an essential tool for accurate diagnosis17–19 and for the development of a successful treatment plan,20–23 correlating with improved patient knowledge,15,24 functional status,25,26 adherence to the agreed-on treatment regimen,20,21,27–32 improved psychological and behavioral outcomes,15,33–36 and even reduced surgical morbidity.3,4,37 In the case of distressing news, skillful communication can enable a family to adapt better to a challenging situation,12,38,39 including a child’s unanticipated impairments.40–43 Poor communication, on the other hand, can prompt lifelong anger31,42,44–48 and regret,14,40 can result in compromised outcomes for the patient and family, and can have medicolegal consequences for the practitioner.49

WHAT IS COMMUNICATION?

Effective communication is responsive to the needs of the whole patient and family dynamic; it is essential to patient-centered and family centered care, the basic building block of the medical home concept (www.medical homeinfo.org) endorsed by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) as a cornerstone of care.50 Taking time to build rapport and understand the child and family builds trust, leading to increased reporting of the actual reason for the visit.31,52 Clearly, improved communication will enhance patient outcomes and satisfaction.4 There are 3 elements of physician-parent-child communication25:
• Informativeness: quantity and quality of health information provided by the physician;
• Interpersonal sensitivity: affective behaviors that reflect the doctor’s attention to, and interest in, the parents’ and child’s feelings and concerns; and
• Partnership building: the extent to which the physician invites the parents (and child) to state their concerns, perspectives, and suggestions during the consultation.

There are 2 types of patient needs to be addressed during the medical interview: cognitive (serving the need to know and understand) and affective (serving the emotional need to feel known and understood). Thus, physicians are expected to have task-related behavior and relational behavior. The first involves asking questions and providing information. The latter includes reflecting feelings and showing respect, concern, and compassion, often by nonverbal means, such as gestures, posture, and eye contact, as well as the use of silence to allow for the processing of emotional responses and the formulation of questions. (An example of a reflective response is, “When you say you don’t think you can manage this, what is the hardest thing about Chad’s illness for you and your family?”) Parent satisfaction with quality of care is substantially influenced by the interpersonal skills of the practitioner, particularly in the case of anxious parents.33,34

MEDICAL EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION

Despite the essential nature of communication in health care, there is little programmatic or curricular emphasis on building interpersonal skills in pediatric service or training. Instead, a preponderance of time is spent on facts and procedures, with minimal attention to feelings, relationships, and continuity of care.12,34,47,54–60 The AAP, in its policy statement “The New Morbidity Revisited: A Renewed Commitment to the Psychosocial Aspects of Pediatric Care,” states that “there is a need to better learn how to elicit information, including using a narrative interview approach, allowing the child, adolescent, and parents to tell their stories,” and “there is a need to communicate empathy.”3 The AAP suggests that the teaching of these skills involves supervised practice, feedback, and mentoring.

There is a long history of concern among holistic medical educators and philosophers regarding the loss of empathy related to current medical education methods and role models.61–66 This concern has led to attempts to measure empathy and to reinforce it during medical education.67–69 It has been demonstrated in preliminary studies that empathy not only can be extinguished by training but also can be amplified and taught. Empathy affects quality of care and patient satisfaction; physicians who are empathetic have been shown to elicit patient concerns more accurately and address needs more effectively, often enhancing cost efficiency.70–76

Unfortunately, studies over the last 15 years do not indicate a trend toward improvement in this area. Despite requirements and recommendations of the American Council for Graduate Medical Education,77 the Future of Pediatric Education II Task Force,2 and the long-standing dedication to the child, family, and psychosocial environment by the AAP as manifested in numerous policies and published goals,1,34,50,78–84 the “informal” or “hidden curriculum” (that which is taught by observing the daily behavior of health care professionals, both good and bad)85 continues to disproportionately reward “hard” data collection while downplaying the role of the psychosocial, existential, and interpersonal concerns and needs of the patient and family. Such a training emphasis does not enhance the ability of the physician to fully meet the needs of our patients and their families.86

The Current Situation

Health care communication is currently learned primarily through trial and error.1 This may be attributable, in part, to a dearth of skilled mentors. A large national survey published in 2003 indicates that medical school faculty members may, themselves, need communication skills training.87 Nonphysician mentors who are trained communicators, such as child life therapists,88 child psychologists (as an example, see Sourkes89), and members of the American Academy on Communication in Health Care (AACH [www.aachonline.org]), can help practicing physicians and medical school faculty develop these skills.83 In the inpatient setting, social workers, advanced practice nurses, psychologists, and chaplains can assist in the provision and modeling of effective communication with children and their families,90–93 but the practice of depending on numerous caregivers to communicate poses a risk of families being exposed to conflicting information and opinions, often provoking anxiety and confusion. True interdisciplinary teamwork and collaboration can prevent this complication.43 Regardless of the help available, however, the physician must always play a significant role in the communication process.

Communication Needs

Patients and families expect more accessible information than is commonly provided in virtually every health care setting.12,31,58,94–98 It is estimated that 35% to 70% of medicolegal actions result from poor delivery of information, failure to understand patient and family perspectives, failure to solicit and incorporate patients’ values into the plan of care, and perceptions of desertion.49,99–104

Psychosocial and practical/family issues are often overlooked.32 Closed interviewing techniques, such as asking yes or no questions, may be used by clinicians to control the duration of the interview. Families perceive this style as indicative of a lack of interpersonal interest, sometimes resulting in a reluctance to reveal the true reason for seeking consultation; potential results are treatment failure and poor health outcomes.56,105–107 Invitations by physicians to the child and family to contribute and to express concerns are nearly always welcomed by parents and do not increase the duration, but do increase the utility, of the encounter.59,108 Formal
Communication training is helpful in developing this skill.6,35,72,109–116

Communication Competencies for Physicians

One group identified 8 physician “competencies” that enable “informed shared decision-making” to take place117 (see Table 1). These competencies, behaviors, and protocols will also result in patient-centered and family-centered interviews, which are key elements in the construction of a medical home.

According to these investigators, such an interview can be accomplished in 10 minutes with adult patients. The triadic nature of pediatric patient interactions would, as always, require more time. The child’s preferences and values should be solicited in addition to that of the parents. Sharing of information and responsibility for decision-making must be negotiated.

Effective Methodologies for Teaching Communication Skills

High proportions of physicians at all levels of practice are willing to reveal their discomfort with communication, particularly involving unwelcome information that is likely to upset parents.118 In response to residents’ requests and parents’ complaints, Northwestern University’s pediatric residency program developed a communication course6 designed according to the articulated needs of the learners. Provided during the middle of the first year of pediatric residency, training addressed “breaking bad news” and “difficult families.” Scenarios were designed with input from the residents. Teaching tools included didactic sessions, interactive discussion, parent-panel discussions (including children who had survived life-threatening illness and bereaved parents), paired role play, and discussion. Although well received, the effect was difficult to evaluate because of the low number of participants.

Use of simulated patients, observation of role models, attendance at camps, support groups, and home visits are also useful in developing a patient-centered and family-centered perspective, resulting in more effective communication skills.

A teaching program for “breaking bad news” in the emergency department (ED) setting using simulated patients and video feedback demonstrated improvement in skills after 2 sessions on the basis of a checklist of desired behaviors, simulated patient feedback, and improved confidence of trainees.6 A study of a 1-day workshop using scenarios relevant to the PICU also demonstrated statistically significant improvements.10 Simulated or “standardized patient” programs are, however, expensive.

Other investigators have found measurable success improving communication by using immediate video feedback alone.9 One innovative program designed for undergraduate medical students used two 2-hour sessions in both inpatient and outpatient settings, interviews with parents, and play with child patients to enable students to better understand family perspectives about communication.111 Progressive experiences included a small-group discussion about the difficulties of breaking bad news, a video role model followed by a parent panel, and finally, time to meet the child patient. The training was favorably received by student, parent, and patient participants. After the experience, some students reported a profound effect on their attention to the patient and his or her supporters; 18 months after the seminar, 1 student noted he still “keenly felt the influence of his eyes being opened to the myopic view of the medical specialty in health care communication.

Another communication workshop to teach pediatric residents how to tell parents about a child’s lifelong disability was developed by a parent support group and a pediatrician.119 In this workshop, the psychosocial dynamics of the interchange are defined/identified, and facilitative behaviors are described. The resident chooses a skill in which he or she feels most deficient and works specifically to improve it in a role-play exercise. The workshop concludes with a debriefing and a review of the interview tape with the parent.

There are several communication skills teaching aids available. The Initiative for Pediatric Palliative Care (www.ippcweb.org) has communication modules, including videotapes for difficult conversations. The AACH has 3- to 5-day intensive training sessions on communication, generally focused on adult patient scenarios, which include videotaped feedback, self-critique, and peer critique. In addition, the AACH provides Web-based, multimedia interactive modules on communication and relational topics (www.aachonline.org). A list of tips, techniques, and resources can also be found in other publications.120,121

Unfortunately, efforts to elevate health care communication, empathy, patient-centered and family-centered care as core competencies within the educational process and professional practice have, thus far, failed. Despite the overwhelming evidence of the benefit to patients, physicians, and society, effective communication is not rewarded by academic promotion or financial compensation. In fact, increased attention to communication can be costly to the practitioner in the short term because of inadequate payment for time spent discussing treatment plans and otherwise counseling families. The willingness of students, mentors, and practitioners to exert the time and effort to learn and practice effective and compassionate communication is undoubtedly influenced by these factors. Long-term benefits, such as improved patient outcome and satisfaction, decreased

---

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physician “Competencies” for Health Care Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Develop a partnership with the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Establish or review the patient’s preferences for information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Establish or review the patient’s preferences for his or her role in decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ascertain and respond to the patient’s ideas, concerns, and expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Identify choices (including those suggested by the patient) and evaluate research in relation to the individual patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Present information and assist the patient to reflect on the impact of alternate decisions with regard to his or her lifestyle and values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Negotiate a decision with the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Agree on an action plan and complete arrangements for follow-up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 A study of a 1-day workshop using scenarios relevant to the PICU also demonstrated statistically significant improvements.10 Simulated or “standardized patient” programs are, however, expensive.

---
risk, and greater professional satisfaction, may be harder to quantify and appreciate.

Practitioners’ Needs
Practicing physicians’ self-assessment of skill level in breaking bad news is often inaccurate and overly self-flattering. Practice alone clearly does not result in improved communication skills. When self-assessed skill in this critical area is inadequate, some physicians avoid the discomfort by not engaging in difficult conversations. Less dramatically, given the widespread dissatisfaction with communication, it is clear that most practitioners would benefit from objective assessment of their current communication skills followed by targeted training, regardless of seniority.

Need for Research on Communication Education and Practice
If communication skill training is to be recommended throughout medical training and for continuing education, it is important to understand what techniques are most efficacious, time-efficient, and cost-efficient to achieve the goal of more consistently achieving effective, empathetic, and culturally appropriate communication that meets the needs identified by patients and parents.

What timing during the course of education is most likely to result in durable change? Which communication techniques best prevent the anger and dismay that too often lead to suboptimal patient outcomes or malpractice litigation? Finally, what changes in institutional culture or reimbursement mechanisms will reinforce good communication throughout the career of the practitioner? Research on these topics should be a priority, given the central importance of communication in medicine.

CLINICAL PRACTICE ISSUES
Communication With Parents: Ensuring Effective Communication
Factors predictive of effective communication between physicians and patients/parents are the perception of interest, caring, warmth, and responsiveness. Parents’ most frequent criticisms of health care practice concern relationships with practitioners; these relationships have a dramatic effect on parental satisfaction, recall of instructions and, not surprisingly, treatment adherence. Greater trust and a better relationship with the physician have more of an effect on patient recall and satisfaction than written instructions or even the amount of time spent.

Causes of Dissatisfaction
Even with very detailed explanations, parents who feel they are not treated with respect or who have unrecognized or unaddressed fears feel unhappy about the amount of information provided. For instance, being asked to consent to a new aspect of a procedure while standing in the hall the night before surgery caught the parent by surprise, coloring her overall satisfaction and perception of the sufficiency of information. Facilitators of improved communication include clear demonstrations of empathy and respect. See Table 2 for additional recommendations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>Recommended Communication Behaviors for Procedural Interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Find a private setting for discussion and decision making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use language the family can understand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use visual aids (drawings, models, and radiographs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace the information, providing it in a logical sequence; be prepared to patiently repeat information and answer questions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognize emotional distress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss indications, risks, benefits, and all reasonable alternatives (including not doing the procedure at all) and the associated risks and benefits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss specific tubes and drains immediately before surgery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalize the information rather than giving it as a rote speech (eg, use the child’s name)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid last-minute surprises when feasible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask parents and the child (when appropriate) to repeat what they understood in their own words, and clarify information and plans as needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were adapted from Lashley et al.

Audiotapes as Communication Aids
Several articles support the use of audiotapes to allow parents to repeatedly listen to the information, allowing it to soak in, and importantly, enabling dissemination of accurate information to others who could not be present. Parents frequently consult others in making health care decisions for their children, ranging from extended family members to other practitioners, other parents, religious leaders, and tribal elders. One study found that tapes made during outpatient encounters were listened to by parents nearly universally; grandparents listened to them more than half the time (52.8%). 70% were listened to more than once, and one third of parents made a copy to keep for themselves. The tapes were found to be helpful >99% of the time. Physicists fears of the use of such tapes in medicolegal actions are understandable but, thus far, unfounded. In fact, the tapes often reveal that much more information was shared than either party realized, suggesting that the tapes may even be protective.

What Parents Want to Know: Surgical Procedures and Chronic Conditions
Patients undergoing surgery and their parents often want answers to seemingly “minor” questions. The expected duration of the surgery, the amount of hair to be removed, the location and length of the incision and bandages, location and purpose of intravenous lines and other assorted tubes, and the child’s likely appearance after the procedure are sources of concern that, although routine for practitioners, should be prospectively addressed.

Parents consistently state that they need more and clearer information about their children’s health status, particularly in the setting of chronic or terminal illness. Parents of chronically ill children want more information about the child’s condition, its treatment, and its long-term implications; they want...
that information to be shared with them as soon as it is known.42

Parents want advice about their child’s behavior and development, genetic implications of the child’s condition, and social contact with families in similar situations.39,142 They would like someone, preferably the physician, to provide oversight of the long-term care plan, including an opportunity for advance care planning and execution of advance directives.143,144 They want their views and concerns factored into the care plan and to be treated like partners (and often experts) in their child’s care.5,33,34,94,137,142,143 They need affirmation of their efforts and assistance with and recognition of the need to preserve family solidarity and support, including social support, child care, education, and professional services.94,140,143,146 In some studies, parents report assistance with family and social support as their greatest unmet need.94,142,143 One proposed solution is to have an annual meeting of the family and physician to discuss the “big picture.”94 In short, parents of chronically ill children want a “medical home” as envisioned by the AAP. When appropriate information is not provided and this style of communication and relationship does not occur, the bitterness can linger for years.12–14,32,41,42 Physicians who are empathic, well informed, and honest are a source of strength for parents, particularly those struggling to adapt to a difficult situation.

Intraprofessional Communication
Particularly for children living with chronic health conditions, communication between primary care practitioner and specialist is critical for effective and efficient care.50,147,152 A recent study145 indicates that pediatric practitioners agree about the importance of such communication but have difficulty putting it into practice. Specific recommendations include timely, systematic information transfer from generalist to specialist at the time of referral, after consultation, and during follow-up visits. A toolkit with practical recommendations and reimbursement strategies can be found at www.medicalhomeinfo.org/tools/toolkits.html. In addition, recognition of the medical home concept and a plan for comanagement and communication should be in place.50,147,153

Telemedicine
In the setting of rural health care and limited numbers of pediatric specialists, communication and medical care may be provided via video and audio conferencing. Even in the case of psychiatric illness154 and chronic illness requiring multispecialty input,155,156 parents and caregivers found this means of communication nearly as efficacious as in-person communication, particularly when combined with less frequent face-to-face consultations.155,156 Another application of telemedicine is to provide frequent updates and secure communication for parents and extended families and other practitioners when a child is receiving care in the ICU.157

Communication With the Child Patient: Ethical, Relational, Developmental, and Cultural Considerations

Moral, Ethical, and Developmental Obligation to Include Children in Communication About Their Health
There is a moral and ethical obligation to discuss health and illness with the child patient, which is supported by a number of United Kingdom,158,159 Canadian,160,161 and US laws, policies, and court decisions (eg, Bellotti vs Baird, 443 US 622 [1979]). Indicating an expectation that children will be active participants in their care,165–167 The principle of self-determination applies to children and adults.158,168–170 Involving children in communication about their health and in decisions regarding their health care shows respect for their capacities, will enhance their skill in the process of making future health decisions, and enables their essential input into decisions where there is no “right answer” other than the 1 that best meets the needs of the individual child and family.167,169,173,174 Older children and adolescents should have a significant role in such cases. When the patient and family disagree, the cultural and family values, roles, and structure that have always governed the relationship should be treated with due respect.

Communication as a Developmental, Relational, and Cultural Process
At its core, child health decision making is family-centered decision making.171 Parents and children themselves are more satisfied and adherence to the treatment regimen is enhanced when the child is addressed in information gathering and in the creation of the treatment plan.176,169,173 However, parents want to be involved in the decision regarding how their children are informed about their health conditions.150 It is, therefore, important to understand the preexisting parent-child relationship, the family’s cultural and idiosyncratic values,176–178 and the developmental needs of the child, including the desire to participate in his or her own care plan.178 Simultaneously, determination of the parents’ perspectives on providing information to the child is imperative. It is important for parents to understand that research demonstrates improved adherence to the plan and resultant health outcomes when the child is treated as a partner. (For 2 recent reviews of the literature, see Tates and Meeuwesen175 and Rushforth.168) Pediatric health care quality will improve if the child is recognized to have his or her own individual cognitive and emotional needs, is taken seriously, and is considered to be intelligent, capable, and cooperative.5,137,150,168–170,173,175 Parents and practitioners should decide together whether the child will be present at the informational consultations, whether parents would prefer to tell the child themselves or have another person tell the child, and whether the informing interview will occur with or without the parents present. A recent literature review indicates that children 7 years and older are more accurate than their parents in providing health data that predicts future health outcomes, although they are worse at providing past medical histories.179 Thus, significant attention to the child’s input should be routine.
practice. Assisting the child to achieve gradually increased capacity to take responsibility for the maintenance of health and the treatment of illness is a crucial task, specific to pediatric physicians and practitioners. See Table 3 for helpful strategies to accomplish this goal.

Despite these seemingly simple and cost-effective techniques, recent studies indicate that children are generally passive recipients of medical care, with little opportunity to express their concerns and virtually no attempt to engage them in the creation or implementation of a feasible care plan. In 1 study, children 8 to 15 years of age who had cancer perceived that they “occupy a marginal position in consultations . . . their priorities were of little interest to medicine.”

Enabling Effective Child Participation
In the past, children of any age were rarely consulted about their own health concerns. In current Western culture, children are highly valued, yet attention to their autonomous needs, especially when the child is not yet an adolescent, remains challenging. There are many reasons to include children as active partners in their own health care; however, this rarely happens. Some attribute this situation to the dearth of tools to clarify children’s conceptualization of health and illness, to assess their capacity for decision-making, to effectively share information with children, and to assess the outcome of shared decision making on the child patient.

Children can be coached to effectively assume the role of a health partner. One study used brief videos, age-appropriate workbooks, and a short (1- to 2-minute) role-play for the child subjects. Simultaneously, the physician and parents were educated on the importance of the child’s participation. The goal was to enable children to raise concerns, ask questions, note information, and participate in the creation and troubleshooting of potential problems with the care plan. Coached children preferred an active role in their care and reported better rapport with the physician, recalling significantly greater amounts of information about their medication regimen than controls (77% vs 47%, respectively). Physicians can encourage the parent to coach the child to be an effective advocate for his or her own health.

The importance of the child possessing effective health communication skills becomes evident when trying to assess and treat a child’s subjective symptom, including pain. In the absence of the child’s input, it is difficult to understand the nature and severity of the pain; thus, it is nearly impossible to relieve the discomfort effectively and safely. It is well known that the use of patient-controlled analgesia assists with the resolution of pain beyond the dose of medication. The message that the child knows his pain, is in control of his therapy, and is trusted is a powerful therapeutic intervention. Children as young as 4 years of age have used patient-controlled anesthesia effectively.

In many cases, parents mistakenly think that not informing the child is best. Some professionals argue that paternalistic decisions (primarily on the part of the family) to withhold “harmful” information from the child can be justified. This position is not supported in the literature that examines the child’s preference for information. One of the most striking was Bluebond-Langner’s landmark study of terminally ill children, indicating that children as young as 3 years of age were aware of their diagnosis and prognosis without ever having been told by an adult. She found that adult avoidance of disclosure and denial of difficult information led the child to feel abandoned and unloved. At the same time, the child’s response is often to “protect” the “unaware” adults, despite great personal cost; this situation is called mutual pretense and it hurts both parties. By using whatever information they have, children will continually try to make sense of their situations. An incomplete ability to understand does not justify a lack of discussion with a child who desires involvement in his or her care and decision making.

Children often understand more than has been assumed. Increased experience with information they can understand creates a stable framework on which to add new information, promoting the integration of increasingly complex pieces of information. Children need to have usable information, to be given choices (including their desired level of involvement), and to be asked their opinion, even when their decision will not be determinative. Enhanced understanding provides a sense of control, which in turn mitigates fear, reducing the harms associated with illness and injury. Moreover, if the child is asking about the condition, he or she often already knows something is wrong and is checking to see whom to trust. Children who do not ask should be given the opportunity to receive information, but if they refuse it, information should never be forced on them.

Parents are also apparently harmed in the aftermath of nondisclosure to their children. A study of bereaved parents in Sweden indicates that all those who spoke openly with their children had no regrets, whereas 27% of those who did not speak to their children about dying not only regretted their decision but also suffered from an increased incidence of depression and anxiety as a result. Thus, counseling parents about the benefits of disclosure should be invoked when they are reluctant to speak with their child about illness or death.

### Table 3: Strategies to Engage Children in the Outpatient Setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speak with the child, not at or to him or her</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak in a private setting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine whom the child would like to be present (younger children will generally prefer parents to be present; children who have been abused by family members may need privacy to facilitate disclosure; most adolescents prefer privacy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begin with a nonthreatening topic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen actively</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay attention to body language and tone of voice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use drawings, games, or other creative communication tools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicit fears and concerns by reference to self or a third party</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask the child what he or she would do with 3 wishes or a magic wand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were adapted from Lask.
Adolescents’ Roles in Health Care Communication and Decisional Authority

If adolescents are to be given authority for their health care decisions, they must receive thorough, developmentally appropriate, understandable information,165 to enable an understanding of the condition, what to expect with various tests and treatments, the range of acceptable and practical alternative care plans, and likely outcomes of each option.191 Only then can adolescents fully participate as partners in their health care.

Because the ability to comprehend and decide is fluid and variable within and between individuals, the assent given by an informed child or adolescent who can weigh the pros and cons of the proposed intervention should be given progressively greater weight compared with parental permission.165 However, the child’s choice and parents’ choices may be discordant. Expecting children to adhere to adult priorities and preferences may be illogical; Ladd and Forman192 argue that adults’ priorities clearly change over the trajectory of adulthood. Thus, if no value set is static, the adolescent’s seemingly trivial or superficial judgments may be just as legitimate as any other. They argue that total paternalism toward adolescents’ decisions undermines respect for the emerging, autonomous adults they will become and the emotional investment they have in their current values. The values with which adolescents judge their options are applied to an adolescent who holds those values, not to an adult with divergent values. This tolerant model of decision making addresses potentially harmful decisions by giving weight to the adolescent’s decision, with the proxy taking the role of educator, discussant, challenger, and shared decision maker.193 Overriding the adolescent’s decision should be undertaken with great trepidation, using the same criteria as are used to override an adult’s choice.192

Adolescents and Forgoing “Life-Prolonging” Treatments

Children who have undergone treatments for a condition know the burdens of therapy more intimately than the adults trying to help them. Although they may not appreciate all the hoped-for benefits, their input into treatment decisions is clearly critical for a legitimate weighing of the benefit-burden calculus.186,193-196 When adolescents are able to appreciate the hoped-for benefits, they then also have the capacity to make full-fledged decisions regarding whether to forgo medical interventions. Decisions to forgo life-prolonging treatments made by adolescents have been upheld in courts of law. Landmark cases are described by Traugott and Alpers.173 Ridgway197 found that when physicians oppose these decisions, the courts generally decide for the professionals, prompting a caution to physicians to carefully weigh the likely burdens and benefits before going to court to force treatment.

Adolescent Decision Making: Legal and Ethical Issues

By US law, adolescents younger than 18 years (19 years in Nebraska and 21 years in Michigan)198 cannot make decisions about their health without their parents’ permission with some exceptions, notably emancipated minor status. Emancipated minors are persons younger than 18 years who live independent of their parents, who have taken on the responsibilities of an adult, including financial independence, parenthood, or military service, or who are emancipated by court order.199 Most states recognize “mature minors” by criteria strikingly similar to emancipated minor status.200 However, both the age of the patient and the conditions vary somewhat from state to state. Adolescents who are neither emancipated nor mature minors are allowed by some state statutes to give legally binding consent for treatments for limited reasons (examples include testing and treatment for sexually transmitted infections, including HIV infection; drug or alcohol abuse; family planning; blood donation; and mental health care) without parental notification.201

Cultural Considerations

Minority and non–English-speaking families often have cultural expectations and nuanced understandings of language that, if not understood and attended to, can substantially interfere with effective medical care and may lead to a decrease in health status for their children.176 The AAP endorses the responsibility of the practitioner to be aware of and to accommodate the needs of such families.178 At issue are concerns regarding who gets information, who makes decisions, amount of eye contact, forthrightness, and the need for indirect discussion. It is a good idea to be aware of the general cultural norms and taboos of the dominant subcultures attending the practice. Although there are guidelines for what is “culturally competent,”178,203 none describes any individual family. Rather than assuming that a family will identify itself a certain way or follow cultural “norms,” it is generally safer to ask family members about the etiquette for communicating with them. “How should I give your family medical information about Mary?” “With whom do I share information?” “Who makes decisions?” “Are there topics that should not be directly discussed in your family?” Offering to wait until the relevant persons arrive is culturally respectful.

Members of subcultures that are typically passive with authority figures, who are fearful in medical situations, who make decisions that favor the group over the individual, or who have generally low educational levels may have special needs. These needs may include repeated invitations to ask questions, use of long silences during discussions, accommodation of large groups for information dissemination and health-planning discussions, extra time to consult with others when decisions are to be made, and written summaries or tapes of conversations to facilitate understanding through sharing information with others,129,177 particularly if there is limited English language proficiency. See Table 4 for suggested prompts to elicit culturally related health beliefs, concerns, and practices.

Use of Translators

The availability of trained translators is required by the Joint Commission.205 Medicaid partially pays for transla-
will result in improved skills when the stakes escalate, as
greater attention to the empathic delivery of bad news
to make the illness better? Have you tried any
traditional remedies?
Are there any specific dietary, religious, or cultural practices that need to be accommodated?

Data were adapted from De Trill and Kovalcik.

Well-trained translators are often aware of cultural norms in addition to their language proficiency. Effective use of translators includes the establishment of a framework for collaboration; before the consultation begins, acknowledge the potential for and the desire to prevent cultural missteps. “I may ask you to say some things that you think are not culturally acceptable. If that happens, please let me know and guide me to more appropriately approach these topics.” Use of untrained translators, such as bilingual children or other family members who are trying to absorb information and transmit it while emotionally upset, is inappropriate. Nonprofessional hospital employees are also a common source of “translation.” Their knowledge of the English language is often limited, their educational levels, even in their own country, may be low, and they too will be assaulted emotionally with confidential and difficult information. There is rarely a debriefing opportunity for these kinds volunteers in the aftermath of the discussion. Use of untrained translators is, therefore, also, an unacceptable option.

Bad News

Bad news can be defined as “pertaining to situations where there is a feeling of no hope, a threat to a person’s mental or physical well-being, a risk of upsetting an established lifestyle, or where a message is given that conveys to an individual fewer choices in his or her life.” An alternate definition is that bad news is information that “results in a cognitive, behavioral, or emotional deficit that persists for some time.” Recognition that much of health care communication is actually bad news can substantially improve the experience. Use of a protocol for breaking bad news is routine; it is well-researched and practiced. See Table 5 for suggestions for breaking bad news with skill and empathy.

Most of the advice about breaking bad news in general applies to the ICU, ED, and delivery room settings and to the disclosure of terminal illness. The main difference is the time frame and the intensity of emotion, although even parents of chronically ill children who have survived many previous hospitalizations will also often be shocked (and frequently unbelieving) that the child will not recover this time (“We’ve been told that before, and he is still here”). Many clinicians believe there is no good way to give bad news. However, research with parents whose children had a wide range of diagnoses provides consistent guidance. One effective opening to the conversation is to ask, “What do you already know about what is happening to (patient’s name)?” Once their ideas are elicited, misperceptions should be corrected. Asking whether they know someone else with this diagnosis or situation and inquiring about their associated experience can be helpful. The latter question assists the physician to be aware of the family’s fears and expectations. Pointing out how the child’s situation is similar to or different from the previous experience helps parents to better understand the child’s likely course.

Parental dissatisfaction with the process of breaking bad news is common. Use of a protocol for breaking bad news can substantially improve the experience. Comprehensive guides for breaking bad news are available. Although needing to inform parents of a chronic, incurable diagnosis may challenge a physician’s feelings of competency, parents are most attentive to the affective relationship of their informant, rather than the ability of the informer to “fix it.” Parents are able to distinguish the difference between the delivery of the news and the news itself.

One US study in the 1980s found that parents of children with cancer, when hearing the initial diagnosis,
TABLE 5  Suggestions for “Breaking Bad News” With Skill and Empathy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do not disclose bad news over the telephone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use trained translators as needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid telling a lone parent without his or her spouse and/or a preferred support person present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable the parents to touch the deceased child before or during the interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold or touch the child with obvious care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognize that parents are primarily responsible for their child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show caring, compassion, and a sense of connection to the patient and the family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace the discussion to the parents’ emotional state; do not overwhelm them with information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not use jargon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicit parents’ ideas of the cause of the problem; ensure they do not blame themselves or others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name the illness and write it down for the parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask the parents to use their own words to explain what you have just told them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address the implications for the child’s future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledge their emotions and be prepared for tears and a need for time; it is helpful to bring a social worker and/or chaplain to the meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be willing to show your own emotion; aloofness or detachment is offensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give parents time to be alone to absorb the information, react, and formulate additional questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be able to recommend relevant community-based resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide contacts with other willing families with a similarly affected child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide a follow-up plan and make an appointment for the next conversation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were adapted from Krahn et al,15 Fallowfield,35 Nursey et al,42 Heller and Solomon,125 and Woolley et al.24

suggest fewer information at that time, preferring an emphasis on establishing trust with new caregivers. Parents’ trust of advice is built by acknowledging the grief, anxiety, and fear the family is experiencing and inviting them to share their feelings and ask questions. Gradually sharing additional illness and treatment information, supplemented by written or taped materials, and providing a means to contact the physician when additional questions arise, is also greatly appreciated.32 Many parents now are asking for e-mail contact and, in some instances, this is a reimbursable service.215

When parents (predictably) become upset during the informing interview, acknowledge their grief and fear by waiting until their attention turns back to the discussant, then state (for instance):

“I can see you were not expecting this.” (Silence)

“You seem quite upset; I would be, too. (Silence.) Do you know anyone who has had this illness? (Silence.) How did things go for them?”

Facial tissues are essential equipment. Parents want hopeful and positive things said about their child, and an opportunity to touch or hold the child, particularly newborn infants or children from whom they have been separated during a transport. They need recognition by the physician of the child’s unique value as an individual first and as an ill or injured person second.13 Speaking of the child as if he or she “is” the diagnosis is hurtful.

As time progresses, parents also appreciate emotional support and affirmation of their efforts and ability to care for the child. “Your child is lucky to have you for parents! I can’t imagine anyone doing a better job than you two!” Harsh or judgmental statements about the child, the parents, or their behaviors are unhelpful.

Communication in the ICU and ED

**Bad News in the ED**

In the ED, parents often arrive separately from the child. If they are available by telephone, let them know the child is seriously ill/injured, but do not disclose death over the telephone unless the parent is insistent. Suggest they come in as soon as possible and bring their spouse and a close friend with them. Ask them to be careful and to consider letting someone else drive, because they are at an increased risk of having an accident because of their appropriately upset emotional state.

If a child is undergoing resuscitation when the parents arrive at the ED, it may be appropriate to offer the parents the opportunity to be with the child.216–222 The majority of families offered this option accept and feel much better knowing that “everything was done” and that they were there in the child’s last moments of life.233–238 Parents should know they do not have to go into the resuscitation area if they choose not to; affirmation should be provided indicating that loving and good parents decide either way. If the parents choose to be present, a staff member should be assigned as a dedicated escort. This individual should tell them what they will see and let them know they can leave at any time. Parents should be informed that they will be asked to leave if they interfere with the team’s function or seem to be harmed by being there. When in the room, the escort explains the role of each person present, what is being done, then affirms that, despite all that is going on, this is still their child (use the child’s name) and that he or she may be able to hear the parent. The escort can suggest the parents touch and speak to the child, assuring him or her of the family’s love.

An even more challenging task is to inform families of trauma victims that their previously healthy child is dead.229 Jurkovich et al2 studied the experiences of bereaved families of child and adult trauma victims. The findings and recommendations were consistent with those for ICU patients. The most important attributes of the communication, from the parents’ perspectives, are the attitude of the informer, clarity of the message, privacy of the conversation, and the ability of the informer to accurately answer parents’ questions. Many parents recounted positive experiences, primarily of having caring hospital and prehospital staff. Physicians garnered most of the negative comments. Rank and attire were of minimal concern to these families.

After greeting the parents and escorting them to a private area, have someone who has directly participated in the care of their child speak with them. Sit down and bring tissues. Begin by asking what they know so far. Ask when they saw the child last and what he or she was doing at that time. Explain any factual details that are known about what happened at the scene and what has been done so far in the resuscitation. There are...
2 choices at this point; the first is immediate notification of the death, offering to escort the parents into the room to be with the body, and explaining what was done and that the child’s injuries were too severe to survive but reassuring them that everything that could have been done to save the child’s life was done. Alternatively, there can be a staged disclosure, initially telling them that the child is very severely injured and at risk of dying, but that everything possible to save him is still being done. Tell them you are going to check on the rescue team’s progress, leaving a team member in the room with them; make sure the rescue area is cleaned up and that the child’s body is presentable. Leave some of the tubes in place to demonstrate the efforts that were made to save the child’s life. Call the chaplain and the medical home pediatrician to help them to understand information and make decisions.

Data were adapted from Todres et al,222 Davidson et al,228 Robinson et al,241 and Todres.222

**TABLE 6**  
Family Centered Communication and Support in the ICU

| Early (within 24–48 hours of admission) and frequent communication |
| Indication that the health care team cares for the child as an individual |
| Practitioners trained in meeting facilitation and conflict management |
| The use of open-ended questions and reflective explanation |
| Hopeful but honest and clear communication; acknowledgment of uncertainty |
| Discussion of likely and hoped-for outcomes |
| Use of numeric terms when describing probabilities; use of drawings and models |
| Provide timeframes for improvement and future discussion |
| Participation of families in clinical bedside rounds, caregiving for their child and ability to stay with their child during invasive procedures |
| Listen to and involve the nurse, chaplain, and social worker in the information loop |
| Open visitation, including sibling and pet visitation |
| Consistent caregivers; if this is not possible, ensure consistency of the message |
| Prompt informing of parents of transitions, such as a change of location, condition, treatment plan, assignment of attending physician or residents |
| Shared decision making rather than autonomy; encourage the parents to involve their family, friends, and medical home pediatrician to help them to understand information and make decisions |
| Written, audiotaped, and computerized education for families (see www.icu-usa.com) |
| Discussion and support of coping mechanisms, including religious and spiritual values |
| Initiation of palliative care at the time of admission |

**TABLE 7**  
Coping Strategies of Parents of Critically Ill and Injured Children

| Focus on the positive (hope) |
| Minimize the significance of the information |
| Preoccupation with medical details |
| Support from family, friends, and clergy |
| Religious faith |
| Hostility, depression, irritability |

**Communication in the NICU and PICU**

Communication within an NICU or PICU generally involves bad news in a very foreign environment, virtually always with large numbers of unfamiliar health care professionals. Guidelines have been promulgated to suggest important ways to support families of ICU patients.222 See Table 6 for suggestions with regard to communication.

Understanding how parents cope with bad news may prevent some judgmental conclusions and may assist ICU caregivers to be effective communicators with families. See Table 7 for a list of coping mechanisms, both adaptive and maladaptive, of parents with critically ill children.

The stakes involved in having a child in the ICU and the constant uncertainty make negative reactions understandable.16 Parental sources of stress include seeing their child in pain, frightened, or sad, and the inability to communicate with the child.234 Increased attention to the fulfillment of parental needs can improve relations between parents and ICU staff.

**Special Communication Considerations in Terminal Illness**

No communication is more difficult than telling a parent that his or her child will die. However, in many instances, painful as it is, parents may be hoping doctors will do just that. Parental recognition that one’s child is suffering, disproportionate to the likelihood of benefit, is extremely distressing. However, it is a rare parent who will challenge the physician who continues to hold out hope for “cure” or prolonged life. Parents and adult patients expect physicians to recognize and discuss the need to change the goals of care. In 1 study, 45% of parents of critically ill children thought it may be time to stop attempts to treat the illness before the physician brought it up, but none broached the topic.234 Many physicians, however, wait until they perceive the family or patient is “ready,” leading to additional emotional and physical suffering, including a prolonged dying process. Mixed messages from multiple consultants, particularly in the ICU setting, can be extremely confusing and upsetting for families, often leading to poor decision making as the parents (understandably) hold on to the most hopeful messages. Having a clear captain of the care team, one who is evaluating the situation as a whole,
particularly as death nears, is extremely helpful in preventing such problems.

**Bad News in the Delivery Room**

Despite increasing accuracy and availability of prenatal diagnosis, a pediatrician can be confronted in the delivery room by a child who is too immature to survive or who has anomalies that are incompatible with life; attempts at resuscitation would be inappropriate in these situations. If prematurity is the problem, the parent is generally already aware of this. Introducing oneself and providing “a warning shot” may be helpful.

“I am Dr. _______ and I am the pediatrician who was called by your physician to care for your infant. My team and I have experience doing everything possible to help premature newborns. Based on your history and our examination, it seems, unfortunately, that your daughter was born too early to survive for very long, no matter what we do. (Pause) I am sorry. I really wish it were different. At this point, we are ensuring her warmth and comfort. (Pause) Does she have a name? Would you like to spend some time with her and hold her?”

Point out the infant’s normal features. Important things not to say at this time include asking when the mother noted her premature labor or asking about factors that may have triggered premature delivery. Blaming is unhelpful and unnecessary; avoidance of a recurrence can be accomplished at a future time when the information can be seen as helpful and can be absorbed.

For the near-term child with lethal anomalies, the diagnosis has typically been made before delivery. In this case, it can be helpful for pediatricians to ask parents what they know and provide confirmation of what they see. Goals of care should have already been established; in some settings, a prenatal hospice program may have been set up and available for support during the delivery. If not, or if the diagnosis is unexpected, a “warning shot” is needed, followed by empathic and clear disclosure. Hovering and whispering about the infant only adds to the panic and confusion.

“I am Dr. _______ and I was asked to help care for your son. He has beautiful hands! And he also appears to have some unusual characteristics. Did you or your obstetrician have any concerns or suspicions that something may have been different about your baby before his birth?”

If the prognosis or diagnosis is not clear, the infant will likely be brought to the NICU for additional evaluation and management. An explanation of what will be done, how long it will take, when the parents can visit, and when more will be known is important. If the child has a clearly lethal anomaly (eg, anencephaly), the child should not be separated from the parents unless that is their preference, and the process of palliative care should begin immediately. Pointing out the normal features of the child and ensuring the parents do not blame themselves for the anomalies are important therapeutic interventions. Asking whether parents wish to bathe or dress their child or have siblings hold their child helps families accept the newborn. If the infant is alive, attend to its comfort with warm blankets and maternal skin contact, if desired. Suggest making a hand mold or print, cutting a lock of hair, or taking photographs. Offer to call a chaplain or the parents’ own clergy, if they prefer, to assist them to explore meaning and to help with any rituals. Give them time to be with the infant or the body in a private place for as long as they desire. Offer help to call friends or family if they choose. Ensure bereavement follow-up.

In the NICU and PICU, parents are often asked to participate in the decision-making process regarding the use of “life-prolonging” measures. Little research addresses effective and compassionate ways to communicate about stopping critical care interventions and changing goals of care, although much research documents dissatisfaction with current methods. The usual way of addressing the failure of medical therapy can be very problematic and may generate thoughts or conclusions that are unintended but potentially devastating. Table 8 presents common medical statements, how they may be perceived, and suggests alternatives.

**INFORMED CONSENT, COMMUNICATING RISKS, AND BENEFITS OF RESEARCH**

Sometimes, when conventional treatment has failed, clinical trails are available. Although parents often state their motives to enroll their child in research are altruism and/or the desire to learn more about their child’s disease, it is interesting to note that, when they are in an outpatient setting and less rushed to make a decision, participation rates in clinical trials are lower than in inpatient settings. It is clearly difficult to achieve truly informed consent for medical care or procedures, let alone clinical research, when death is likely; strong emotions govern such situations. The need to explain complex constructs of risks and benefits, randomization, physiology, and often, pharmacology to lay people is daunting. Nevertheless, there is still an obligation to make a valiant effort to obtain truly informed consent. Too often there is a problem of therapeutic misperception, representing that the purpose of the research is to treat the patient rather than benefit future patients. Indeed, therapeutic misperception may sometimes even be fostered by investigators. However, a recent analysis of cancer trials found that there were “insufficient data to conclude” that enrollment in clinical trials resulted in improved outcomes. According to the Institute of Medicine Committee on Clinical Research Involving Children, consent, permission, and assent should be viewed as a process of communication, encouraging questions at the initiation and throughout treatment to assess understanding and ensure lack of coercion in ongoing participation. These recommendations are based in part on 2 other important, recent reports on research ethics.

A study of consent for childhood leukemia trials found that not providing information, and lack of understanding of information presented, hampered the achievement of informed consent. For instance, randomization was not mentioned in 17% of cases, and parents did not understand it 50% of the time, despite efforts to explain the concept. Similarly, 18% of parents
TABLE 8  Methods of Communicating Sensitive Health Care Information and Perceptions of Communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usual Method of Communicating Message</th>
<th>How the Usual Communication May Be Perceived</th>
<th>Alternative Method of Communicating Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Do you want us to do CPR?”</td>
<td>“CPR would work if you would allow us to do it”</td>
<td>“Tell me what you know about” CPR. “CPR is most helpful for patients who are relatively healthy, and even then, only 1 of 3 patients survive. Many of Lisa’s organs are not working. As you know, she is getting dialysis to clean her blood like her kidneys would have, a breathing machine for her lungs, and medicine to keep her blood pressure up. If her heart were to stop, it would not be because there is a problem with her heart (it is fine), but it would be because she is dying. All of our hearts stop when we die. So pumping on her heart, or “doing CPR” will not make her better. On the other hand, while I would recommend not doing CPR, I am not recommending stopping any other treatment she is receiving at this time. There is still a chance that she may get better. Let’s hope for the best, but also plan for the worst. We will need to keep a close watch on her and keep you up to date on how she is doing. Do you have any questions?” “Let’s talk again later today so I can update you. Is there anyone else I need to talk to?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Let’s stop heroic treatment”</td>
<td>“We will provide less than optimal care” (What is heroic about performing invasive, painful, costly, nonbeneficial care?)</td>
<td>“At this time, I think the most heroic thing we can do is to understand how sick Jamal is and stop treatments that are not working for him. I think we should do all we can to ensure his comfort and yours, make sure there are no missed opportunities, and ensure we properly celebrate his life. I will follow your lead on this. Some ideas that have helped other families include getting him home with help for you if you wish, or you may choose to have his friends and your family come here instead and have a party; you can bring his clothes so that he will look like himself, bring in his music or a photo album and relive some of your best memories of him, make a mold of his hand so that you will always have his hand to hold, or anything else that would be a proper celebration of his life.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Let’s stop aggressive treatment”</td>
<td>“We will not be attentive to his needs, including symptom distress and need for comfort”</td>
<td>“We will do all we can to ensure he is as comfortable as possible.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Aiesha has failed the treatment”</td>
<td>“The patient is the cause of the problem”</td>
<td>“We have tried all the proven treatments and even some experimental ones for Aiesha. Unfortunately, we did not get the results we had hoped for. I wish it were different!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We are recommending withdrawal of care for Marisa”</td>
<td>“We are going to abandon her and you”</td>
<td>“Marisa is too ill to get better. We need to refocus our efforts on making the most of the time she has left.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“There is nothing more we can do for Adam”</td>
<td>“We will allow him to suffer, we do not care about him, we only care about fighting the disease”</td>
<td>“We need to change the goals of our care for Adam. At this point we clearly cannot cure him, but that does not mean we can’t help him and your family.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Johnny is not strong enough to keep going”</td>
<td>“Johnny is weak”</td>
<td>“Johnny is a strong boy and he has fought hard with us to beat his disease. Unfortunately, as much as we wish we could, we cannot cure Johnny. At this point, we are hurting him rather than helping, giving him side effects, and keeping him from being at home or taking a trip, or whatever he really wants to do with the time he has left.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We will make it so Thuy does not suffer”</td>
<td>“We are going to kill Thuy.”</td>
<td>“We will do everything we can to make Thuy comfortable.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We need to stop active treatment for Dwayne”</td>
<td>“We will not take care of him at all”</td>
<td>“The goal of curing Dwayne’s disease, despite the best efforts of a lot of smart and hard-working people, is no longer possible. We are so sorry and wish that that were different! I have cared for many children who are as sick as your son. It is very hard on all of us, especially you, his parents and family when the treatments do not work as we had hoped. Many parents like you have agreed to stop efforts to cure when they are not working, as difficult as that is. Would you like me to put you in touch with some of the other parents who have been through this too?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Do you want us to stop Bobby’s treatment?”</td>
<td>“You are the final arbiter of your child’s death”</td>
<td>“Bobby is lucky to have such excellent, loving and selfless parents. I know this is hard; we will get through it together. I am glad you agree with our recommendations to change the goals of care to better meet Bobby’s needs. I will let my team know what we have decided.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I am glad you agree. Will you sign Juan’s do-not-resuscitate order?”</td>
<td>“You are signing his death warrant”</td>
<td>“There is no surgery, no medicine, and all the love you clearly feel for Juan will not make him better, he is just too sick. I wish it were different.” “Silence” “I will change his orders to make sure he only gets tests and treatments that can help him now.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CPR indicates cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
lacked understanding of the right to refuse to participate (attempted explanation, 97%) and 20% did not understand the right to withdraw from the study at any time (attempted explanation, 72%). In another study, parents did not understand the existence or details of treatment alternatives.244 Health literacy is a problem for much of the adult US population, not just parents.245,246

Children being offered the opportunity to participate in clinical research trials must be asked their opinion and must give permission to proceed. In fact, the requirement for affirmative child assent is codified in the Current Federal Regulations.247–249 The opportunity to provide assent implies the ability to dissent as well; dissent must be taken seriously but is not considered to be determinative, when rendered by the child, if the trial holds realistic promise for a beneficial outcome. These concerns and needs must be anticipated as routine and accommodated. Clinical investigators need explicit training regarding how to obtain truly informed consent.244 Suggestions to help improve communication about clinical trials are in Table 9.

In the setting of research with a potentially terminally ill child, emotions run high. Parental and clinician ability to judge the situation on the objective merits of the alternatives, within the framework of long-held values, is severely challenged and rarely accomplished. An altruistic child may prefer to continue on to benefit others, regardless of his or her own outcome.195 These children are ideal candidates for research. However, others want desperately to control their destinies and to enjoy the time remaining. Parents’ need to sustain life, often at all costs, can blind them to the child’s need to enjoy it. It is the clinician’s obligation to ensure that the risks and benefits are communicated in an unbiased way, while giving recommendations based on disclosed priorities and experience. Decisions should incorporate the views of the child, parents, and other caregivers who know the child well. Additional research is desperately needed to ensure a process that enables truly informed consent.240

### Presenting Palliative Care as a Viable Alternative to Research Participation

At such vulnerable times, parents are often told that the “only” alternative to enrollment in experimental therapies is “doing nothing,” an alternative that is never attractive and is also never true. Each treatment option should be evaluated based on the likely (not just hoped for) outcomes in this individual child’s case, given his or her illness history and comorbidities, and the known and possible burdens and complications, including pain, isolation, fatigue, and missed opportunities. The merits and burdens of pursuing palliative goals of care without further attempts to reverse the disease versus experimental or “innovative” (uncontrolled research) treatment must be clearly explained to ensure that a choice is truly being offered.

Palliative care can be provided concurrently with life-extending measures243 or can be the sole focus of care. Palliative care is intensive care, addressing the whole child within the context of self, family, and community. Palliative care attends to spiritual, physical, emotional, and social needs of the patient while also addressing the needs of parents, siblings, and others affected by the child’s illness and ultimate death. Palliative care can facilitate an excellent quality of living in the face of a short life expectancy, ensuring that the child and his or her family live fully, despite being in the shadow of inevitable death.14,81,121,250 Children can even live longer than expected when effective palliative care is offered because of renewed hope and relief of symptoms that are too often ignored in other treatment paradigms.

### Postmortem Communication

Parents are generally supported by family, friends, the community-based medical home pediatrician, and their congregational clergy after the death.93 However, they often feel cut off from the people with whom they developed an intense bond in the hospital; the last people to assist them to care for their child, the people who guided their initial acknowledgment of their child’s death.234 Even small tokens of continued concern have a huge effect on families. In a study of bereaved survivors of adult patients, a condolence card, signed by direct care providers and mailed 2 weeks after the death, had a profound impact.251 Ninety-four percent of the recipients still had the card in an easily accessible place 1 year later. One woman whose husband died in the ED stated that the card helped her cope with his unanticipated death, because “at least I know he died among caring people.” There is published guidance for physicians about how to write a condolence card,252 but even a signature will suffice.

Sometimes, especially when practitioners have become extremely close to the patient, attending the memorial or funeral service may be appropriate. This act serves to let the family know that the concern and attachment they perceived were real; it may also allow some healing for the practitioner, who otherwise may “burn out” from the emotional exhaustion of the investment in children who die and their families. Giving oneself permission to love and let go is important, and societal rituals may assist in the resolution of the professionals’ grief as well. Families are generally overcome with appreciation when the physician attends the memorial or funeral and can be resentful when they do
The AAP endorses an active role for the pediatrician in providing bereavement care.125

**Autopsies as Communication Opportunities**

Particularly if an autopsy is performed, it is advisable to have a postmortem conference with the parents (and sometimes siblings as well) approximately 6 to 8 weeks after the death.91,253–255 As parents reflect on the whirlwind events of their final days with their child, numerous questions arise. They need a vehicle to have these questions answered efficiently. If an autopsy is performed, there is no opportunity to hear and discuss the results, parents may become suspicious that the medical establishment was “experimenting” on their child.92,93 Moreover, parents may have requested the autopsy to assist in family planning or to determine the need to do screening procedures on close relatives; thus, they may be awaiting the results anxiously. An in-person meeting allows the treating physician to answer all the family’s questions, translate the autopsy findings into understandable lay language, and importantly, to check on the well-being of the parents and siblings. The family and the staff appreciate coordination of the timing of this meeting so all important members of the care team can attend. Long-term follow-up may include an annual card on the child’s birthday or anniversary of the death.93,253–255 As parents reflect on the whirlwind events of their final days with their child, numerous questions arise. They need a vehicle to have these questions answered efficiently. If an autopsy is performed, there is no opportunity to hear and discuss the results, parents may become suspicious that the medical establishment was “experimenting” on their child.92,93 Moreover, parents may have requested the autopsy to assist in family planning or to determine the need to do screening procedures on close relatives; thus, they may be awaiting the results anxiously. An in-person meeting allows the treating physician to answer all the family’s questions, translate the autopsy findings into understandable lay language, and importantly, to check on the well-being of the parents and siblings. The family and the staff appreciate coordination of the timing of this meeting so all important members of the care team can attend. Long-term follow-up may include an annual card on the child’s birthday or anniversary of the death, invitation to annual memorial services at the hospital, or other locally appropriate options.

**MEDICAL ERROR DISCLOSURE**

Medical errors are increasingly in the public eye. Communication about medical errors is 1 of the most challenging aspects of health care,256 yet parents exhort caregivers to be forthright and timely in revealing the mishap.104 Training on how to approach patients and families about the occurrence of a medical error can increase family and patient satisfaction regarding these situations and can substantially decrease the medical malpractice payouts related to such occurrences. (Multiple case studies are available at www.sorryworks.net.)

**PHYSICIAN SELF-CARE**

Medicine is a challenging and rewarding profession. It requires lifelong learning, not only from books, journals, and courses, but also from attention to interactions with patients and families. Physicians have a difficult job; the responsibility to communicate effectively and efficiently to clarify the diagnosis, consider psychosocial and existential concerns, respect family and other supporters’ needs, and to come to an agreed-on plan of care is substantial and can be overwhelming. Allowing time between patients and debriefing conversations with staff, increased physician education on communication, and improved payment for counseling time can help.

**SUMMARY**

Effective, empathic communication is an essential skill for physicians caring for pediatric patients and their families. It can lead to improved outcomes for children, their families, and physicians themselves. Communication de- serves a place at center stage for pediatric education, practice, and research.
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Communicating With Children and Families: From Everyday Interactions to Skill in Conveying Distressing Information

Marcia Levetown, MD, and the Committee on Bioethics

ABSTRACT
Health care communication is a skill that is critical to safe and effective medical practice; it can and must be taught. Communication skill influences patient disclosure, treatment adherence and outcome, adaptation to illness, and bereavement. This article provides a review of the evidence regarding clinical communication in the pediatric setting, covering the spectrum from outpatient primary care consultation to death notification, and provides practical suggestions to improve communication with patients and families, enabling more effective, efficient, and empathic pediatric health care.

INTRODUCTION/OVERVIEW
Health care communication is a critical, but generally neglected, component of pediatric and pediatric subspecialty practice and training and is a skill that can and must be taught. The practicing clinician’s ability to communicate openly and with compassion is essential for effective and efficient routine health care; this ability becomes a vital lifeline for parents and children confronted with life-altering and sometimes life-ending conditions. The purpose of this report is to provide research-based and practical guidance to enable effective communication with pediatric patients and their families in a number of common settings and situations. Although child abuse, sexuality, divorce, and many other situations are not individually addressed, the principles and approaches discussed apply equally to these situations.

Communication is the most common “procedure” in medicine. Health care communication is different from normal social discourse, because intimate and very private issues are often discussed. These include hopes and fears, developmental concerns, sexuality, and mental health disorders. Painful issues, such as abuse, school failure, drug use, and terminal illness, are also discussed. Communication is the foundation of the therapeutic relationship; it is the basis of fiduciary and ethical obligations of physicians to patients and their families. Effective health care communication is an essential tool for accurate diagnosis and for the development of a successful treatment plan, correlating with improved patient knowledge, functional status, adherence to the agreed-on treatment regimen, improved psychological and behavioral outcomes, and even reduced surgical morbidity. In the case of distressing news, skillful communication can enable a family to adapt better to a challenging situation, including a child’s unanticipated impairments. Poor communication, on the other hand, can prompt lifelong anger and regret. The guidance in this report does not indicate an exclusive course of treatment or serve as a standard of medical care. Variations, taking into account individual circumstances, may be appropriate.

WHAT IS COMMUNICATION?
Effective communication is responsive to the needs of the whole patient and family dynamic; it is essential to patient-centered and family centered care, the basic building block of the medical home concept (www.medical homeinfo.org) endorsed by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) as a cornerstone of care. Taking time to build rapport and understand the child and family builds trust, leading to increased reporting of the actual reason for the visit. Clearly, improved communication will enhance patient outcomes and satisfaction. There are 3 elements of physician-parent-child communication:
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• Informativeness: quantity and quality of health information provided by the physician;
• Interpersonal sensitivity: affective behaviors that reflect the doctor’s attention to, and interest in, the parents’ and child’s feelings and concerns; and
• Partnership building: the extent to which the physician invites the parents (and child) to state their concerns, perspectives, and suggestions during the consultation.

There are 2 types of patient needs to be addressed during the medical interview: cognitive (serving the need to know and understand) and affective (serving the emotional need to feel known and understood). Thus, physicians are expected to have task-related behavior and relational behavior. The first involves asking questions and providing information. The latter includes reflecting feelings and showing respect, concern, and compassion, often by nonverbal means, such as gestures, posture, and eye contact, as well as the use of silence to allow for the processing of emotional responses and the formulation of questions. (An example of a reflective response is, “When you say you don’t think you can manage this, what is the hardest thing about Chad’s illness for you and your family?”) Parent satisfaction with quality of care is substantially influenced by the interpersonal skills of the practitioner, particularly in the case of anxious parents.53,54

MEDICAL EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION

Despite the essential nature of communication in health care, there is little programmatic or curricular emphasis on building interpersonal skills in pediatric service or training. Instead, a preponderance of time is spent on facts and procedures, with minimal attention to feelings, relationships, and continuity of care.12,34,47,54–60 The AAP, in its policy statement “The New Morbidity Revisited: A Renewed Commitment to the Psychosocial Aspects of Pediatric Care,” states that “there is a need to better learn how to elicit information, including using a narrative interview approach, allowing the child, adolescent, and parents to tell their stories,” and “there is a need to communicate empathy.” The AAP suggests that the teaching of these skills involves supervised practice, feedback, and mentoring.

There is a long history of concern among holistic medical educators and philosophers regarding the loss of empathy related to current medical education methods and role models.61–66 This concern has led to attempts to measure empathy and to reinforce it during medical education.67–69 It has been demonstrated in preliminary studies that empathy not only can be extinguished by training but also can be amplified and taught. Empathy affects quality of care and patient satisfaction; physicians who are empathetic have been shown to elicit patient concerns more accurately and address needs more effectively, often enhancing cost efficiency.70–76

Unfortunately, studies over the last 15 years do not indicate a trend toward improvement in this area. Despite requirements and recommendations of the American Council for Graduate Medical Education,77 the Future of Pediatric Education II Task Force,78 and the long-standing dedication to the child, family, and psychosocial environment by the AAP as manifested in numerous policies and published goals,3,4,50,78–84 the “informal” or “hidden curriculum” (that which is taught by observing the daily behavior of health care professionals, both good and bad)65 continues to disproportionately reward “hard” data collection while downplaying the role of the psychosocial, existential, and interpersonal concerns and needs of the patient and family. Such a training emphasis does not enhance the ability of the physician to fully meet the needs of our patients and their families.86

The Current Situation

Health care communication is currently learned primarily through trial and error.1 This may be attributable, in part, to a dearth of skilled mentors. A large national survey published in 2003 indicates that medical school faculty members may, themselves, need communication skills training.87 Nonphysician mentors who are trained communicators, such as child life therapists,88 child psychologists (as an example, see Sourkes89), and members of the American Academy on Communication in Health Care (AACH [www.aachonline.org]), can help practicing physicians and medical school faculty develop these skills.83 In the inpatient setting, social workers, advanced practice nurses, psychologists, and chaplains can assist in the provision and modeling of effective communication with children and their families,90–93 but the practice of depending on numerous caregivers to communicate poses a risk of families being exposed to conflicting information and opinions, often provoking anxiety and confusion. True interdisciplinary teamwork and collaboration can prevent this complication.43 Regardless of the help available, however, the physician must always play a significant role in the communication process.

Communication Needs

Patients and families expect more accessible information than is commonly provided in virtually every health care setting.12,31,58,94–98 It is estimated that 35% to 70% of medicolegal actions result from poor delivery of information, failure to understand patient and family perspectives, failure to solicit and incorporate patients’ values into the plan of care, and perceptions of desertion.99–104

Psychosocial and practical/family issues are often overlooked.92 Closed interviewing techniques, such as asking yes or no questions, may be used by clinicians to control the duration of the interview. Families perceive this style as indicative of a lack of interpersonal interest, sometimes resulting in a reluctance to reveal the true reason for seeking consultation; potential results are treatment failure and poor health outcomes.56,105–107 Invitations by physicians to the child and family to contribute and to express concerns are nearly always welcomed by parents and do not increase the duration, but do increase the utility, of the encounter.99,108 Formal
communication training is helpful in developing this skill.

Communication Competencies for Physicians
One group identified 8 physician “competencies” that enable “informed shared decision-making” to take place (see Table 1). These competencies, behaviors, and protocols will also result in patient-centered and family-centered interviews, which are key elements in the construction of a medical home.

According to these investigators, such an interview can be accomplished in 10 minutes with adult patients. The triadic nature of pediatric patient interactions would, as always, require more time. The child’s preferences and values should be solicited in addition to that of the parents. Sharing of information and responsibility for decision-making must be negotiated.

Effective Methodologies for Teaching Communication Skills
High proportions of physicians at all levels of practice are willing to reveal their discomfort with communication, particularly involving unwelcome information that is likely to upset parents. In response to residents’ requests and parents’ complaints, Northwestern University’s pediatric residency program developed a communication course designed according to the articulated needs of the learners. Provided during the middle of the first year of pediatric residency, training addressed “breaking bad news” and “difficult families.” Scenarios were designed with input from the residents. Teaching tools included didactic sessions, interactive discussion, parent-panel discussions (including children who had survived life-threatening illness and bereaved parents), paired role play, and discussion. Although well received, the effect was difficult to evaluate because of the low number of participants.

Use of simulated patients, observation of role models, attendance at camps, support groups, and home visits are also useful in developing a patient-centered and family-centered perspective, resulting in more effective communication skills.

A teaching program for “breaking bad news” in the emergency department (ED) setting using simulated patients and video feedback demonstrated improvement in skills after 2 sessions on the basis of a checklist of desired behaviors, simulated patient feedback, and improved confidence of trainees. A study of a 1-day workshop using scenarios relevant to the PICU also demonstrated statistically significant improvements. Simulated or “standardized patient” programs are, however, expensive.

Other investigators have found measurable success improving communication by using immediate video feedback alone. One innovative program designed for undergraduate medical students used two 2-hour sessions in both inpatient and outpatient settings, interviews with parents, and play with child patients to enable students to better understand family perspectives about communication. Progressive experiences included a small-group discussion about the difficulties of breaking bad news, a video role model followed by a parent panel, and finally, time to meet the child patient. The training was favorably received by student, parent, and patient participants. After the experience, some students reported a profound effect on their attention to the patient and his or her supporters; 18 months after the seminar, 1 student noted he still “keenly felt the influence of his eyes being opened to the myopic view of the medical field” in health care communication.

Another communication workshop to teach pediatric residents how to tell parents about a child’s lifelong disability was developed by a parent support group and a pediatrician. In this workshop, the psychosocial dynamics of the interchange are defined/identified, and facilitative behaviors are described. The resident chooses a skill in which he or she feels most deficient and works specifically to improve it in a role-play exercise. The workshop concludes with a debriefing and a review of the interview tape with the parent.

There are several communication skills teaching aids available. The Initiative for Pediatric Palliative Care (www.ippcweb.org) has communication modules, including videotapes for difficult conversations. The AACH has 3- to 5-day intensive training sessions on communication, generally focused on adult patient scenarios, which include videotaped feedback, self-critique, and peer critique. In addition, the AACH provides Web-based, multimedia interactive modules on communication and relational topics (www.aachonline.org). A list of tips, techniques, and resources can also be found in other publications.

Unfortunately, efforts to elevate health care communication, empathy, patient-centered and family-centered care as core competencies within the educational process and professional practice have, thus far, failed. Despite the overwhelming evidence of the benefit to patients, physicians, and society, effective communication is not rewarded by academic promotion or financial compensation. In fact, increased attention to communication can be costly to the practitioner in the short term because of inadequate payment for time spent discussing treatment plans and otherwise counseling families. The willingness of students, mentors, and practitioners to exert the time and effort to learn and practice effective and compassionate communication is undoubtedly influenced by these factors. Long-term benefits, such as improved patient outcome and satisfaction, decreased

---

**Table 1: Physician “Competencies” for Health Care Communication**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Develop a partnership with the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Establish or review the patient’s preferences for information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Establish or review the patient’s preferences for his or her role in decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Ascertain and respond to the patient’s ideas, concerns, and expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Identify choices (including those suggested by the patient) and evaluate research in relation to the individual patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Present information and assist the patient to reflect on the impact of alternate decisions with regard to his or her lifestyle and values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Negotiate a decision with the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Agree on an action plan and complete arrangements for follow-up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TABLE 1** Physician “Competencies” for Health Care Communication
risk, and greater professional satisfaction, may be harder to quantify and appreciate.

**Practitioners’ Needs**
Practicing physicians’ self-assessment of skill level in breaking bad news is often inaccurate and overly self-flattering.1,122 Practice alone clearly does not result in improved communication skills. When self-assessed skill in this critical area is inadequate, some physicians avoid the discomfort by not engaging in difficult conversations. Less dramatically, given the widespread dissatisfaction with communication, it is clear that most practitioners would benefit from objective assessment of their current communication skills followed by targeted training, regardless of seniority.

**Need for Research on Communication Education and Practice**
If communication skill training is to be recommended throughout medical training and for continuing education, it is important to understand what techniques are most efficacious, time-efficient, and cost-efficient to achieve the goal of more consistently achieving effective, empathetic, and culturally appropriate communication that meets the needs identified by patients and parents. What timing during the course of education is most likely to result in durable change? Which communication techniques best prevent the anger and dismay that too often lead to suboptimal patient outcomes or malpractice litigation? Finally, what changes in institutional culture or reimbursement mechanisms will reinforce good communication throughout the career of the practitioner? Research on these topics should be a priority, given the central importance of communication in medicine.

**CLINICAL PRACTICE ISSUES**

**Communication With Parents: Ensuring Effective Communication**
Factors predictive of effective communication between physicians and patients/parents are the perception of interest, caring, warmth, and responsiveness.123–125 Parents’ most frequent criticisms of health care practice concern relationships with practitioners126; these relationships have a dramatic effect on parental satisfaction, recall of instructions and, not surprisingly, treatment adherence.126,127 Greater trust and a better relationship with the physician have more of an effect on patient recall and satisfaction than written instructions or even the amount of time spent.128

**Causes of Dissatisfaction**
Even with very detailed explanations, parents who feel they are not treated with respect or who have unrecognized or unaddressed fears feel unhappy about the amount of information provided. For instance, being asked to consent to a new aspect of a procedure while standing in the hall the night before surgery caught 1 parent by surprise, coloring her overall satisfaction and standing in the hall the night before surgery caught 1

---

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommended Communication Behaviors for Procedural Interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Find a private setting for discussion and decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use language the family can understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use visual aids (drawings, models, and radiographs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace the information, providing it in a logical sequence; be prepared to patiently repeat information and answer questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognize emotional distress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss indications, risks, benefits, and all reasonable alternatives (including not doing the procedure at all) and the associated risks and benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss specific tubes and drains immediately before surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalize the information rather than giving it as a rote speech (eg, use the child’s name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid last-minute surprises when feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask parents and the child (when appropriate) to repeat what they understood in their own words, and clarify information and plans as needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were adapted from Lashley et al.54

---

**Audiotapes as Communication Aids**
Several articles support the use of audiotapes to allow parents to repeatedly listen to the information, allowing it to soak in, and importantly, enabling dissemination of accurate information to others who could not be present.129–135 Parents frequently consult others in making health care decisions for their children, ranging from extended family members to other practitioners, other parents, religious leaders, and tribal elders. One study found that tapes made during outpatient encounters were listened to by parents nearly universally; grandparents listened to them more than half the time (52.8%), 70% were listened to more than once, and one third of parents made a copy to keep for themselves. The tapes were found to be helpful >99% of the time.129 Physican fears of the use of such tapes in medicolegal actions are understandable but, thus far, unfounded. In fact, the tapes often reveal that much more information was shared than either party realized, suggesting that the tapes may even be protective.136

**What Parents Want to Know: Surgical Procedures and Chronic Conditions**
Patients undergoing surgery and their parents often want answers to seemingly “minor” questions.137 The expected duration of the surgery, the amount of hair to be removed, the location and length of the incision and bandages, location and purpose of intravenous lines and other assorted tubes, and the child’s likely appearance after the procedure are sources of concern that, although routine for practitioners, should be prospectively addressed.54

Parents consistently state that they need more and clearer information about their children’s health status, particularly in the setting of chronic or terminal illness.50,94,138–142 Parents of chronically ill children want more information about the child’s condition, its treatment, and its long-term implications;24,142–144 they want
that information to be shared with them as soon as it is known.42

Parents want advice about their child’s behavior and development, genetic implications of the child’s condition, and social contact with families in similar situations.39,142 They would like someone, preferably the physician, to provide oversight of the long-term care plan, including an opportunity for advance care planning and execution of advance directives.143,144 They want their views and concerns factored into the care plan and to be treated like partners (and often experts) in their child’s care.5,33,34,94,137,142,143 They need affirmation of their efforts and assistance with and recognition of the need to preserve family solidarity and support, including social support, child care, education, and professional services;44,140,143,146 in some studies, parents report assistance with family and social support as their greatest unmet need.94,142,143 One proposed solution is to have an annual meeting of the family and physician to discuss the “big picture.”94 In short, parents of chronically ill children want a “medical home” as envisioned by the AAP. When appropriate information is not provided and this style of communication and relationship does not occur, the bitterness can linger for years.12–14,32,41,42 Physicians who are empathic, well informed, and honest are a source of strength for parents, particularly those struggling to adapt to a difficult situation.

Intraprofessional Communication
Particularly for children living with chronic health conditions, communication between primary care practitioner and specialist is critical for effective and efficient care.50,147–152 A recent study indicates that pediatric practitioners agree about the importance of such communication but have difficulty putting it into practice. Specific recommendations include timely, systematic information transfer from generalist to specialist at the time of referral, after consultation, and during follow-up visits. A toolkit with practical recommendations and reimbursement strategies can be found at www.medicalhomeinfo.org/tools/toolkits.html. In addition, recognition of the medical home concept and a plan for comanagement and communication should be in place.50,147,153

Telemedicine
In the setting of rural health care and limited numbers of pediatric specialists, communication and medical care may be provided via video and audio conferencing. Even in the case of psychiatric illness and chronic illness requiring multispecialty input,55,156 parents and caregivers found this means of communication nearly as efficacious as in-person communication, particularly when combined with less frequent face-to-face consultations.155,156 Another application of telemedicine is to provide frequent updates and secure communication for parents and extended families and other practitioners when a child is receiving care in the ICU.157

Communication With the Child Patient: Ethical, Relational, Developmental, and Cultural Considerations

Moral, Ethical, and Developmental Obligation to Include Children in Communication About Their Health
There is a moral and ethical obligation to discuss health and illness with the child patient, which is supported by a number of United Kingdom,158,159 Canadian,160,161 and US162,163 laws, policies, and court decisions (eg, Bellotti vs Baird, 443 US 622 [1979])164), indicating an expectation that children will be active participants in their care.155–167 The principle of self-determination applies to children and adults.158,168–172 Involving children in communication about their health and in decisions regarding their health care shows respect for their capacities, will enhance their skill in the process of making future health decisions, and enables their essential input into decisions where there is no “right answer” other than the 1 that best meets the needs of the individual child and family.33,167,169,173,174 Older children and adolescents should have a significant role in such cases. When the patient and family disagree, the cultural and family values, roles, and structure that have always governed the relationship should be treated with due respect.

Communication as a Developmental, Relational, and Cultural Process
At its core, child health decision making is family-centered decision making.173 Parents and children themselves are more satisfied and adherence to the treatment regimen is enhanced when the child is addressed in information gathering and in the creation of the treatment plan.57,160,173 However, parents want to be involved in the decision regarding how their children are informed about their health conditions.150 It is, therefore, important to understand the preexisting parent-child relationship, the family’s cultural and idsosyncratic values,176–178 and the developmental needs of the child, including the desire to participate in his or her own care plan.178 Simultaneously, determination of the parents’ perspectives on providing information to the child is imperative. It is important for parents to understand that research demonstrates improved adherence to the plan and resultant health outcomes when the child is treated as a partner. (For 2 recent reviews of the literature, see Bates and Meeuwesen175 and Rushforth.168) Pediatric health care quality will improve if the child is recognized to have his or her own individual cognitive and emotional needs, is taken seriously, and is considered to be intelligent, capable, and cooperative.5,137,150,168–170,173,175 Parents and practitioners should decide together whether the child will be present at the informational consultations, whether parents would prefer to tell the child themselves or have another person tell the child, and whether the informing interview will occur with or without the parents present. A recent literature review indicates that children 7 years and older are more accurate than their parents in providing health data that predicts future health outcomes, although they are worse at providing past medical histories.179 Thus, significant attention to the child’s input should be routine
practice. Assisting the child to achieve gradually increased capacity to take responsibility for the maintenance of health and the treatment of illness is a crucial task, specific to pediatric physicians and practitioners. See Table 3 for helpful strategies to accomplish this goal.

Despite these seemingly simple and cost-effective techniques, recent studies indicate that children are generally passive recipients of medical care, with little opportunity to express their concerns and virtually no attempt to engage them in the creation or implementation of a feasible care plan. In 1 study, children 8 to 15 years of age who had cancer perceived that they “occupy a marginal position in consultations . . . their priorities were of little interest to medicine.”

TABLE 3 Strategies to Engage Children in the Outpatient Setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speak with the child, not at or to him or her</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak in a private setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine whom the child would like to be present (younger children will</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generally prefer parents to be present; children who have been abused by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>family members may need privacy to facilitate disclosure; most adolescents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prefer privacy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begin with a nonthreatening topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen actively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay attention to body language and tone of voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use drawings, games, or other creative communication tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicit fears and concerns by reference to self or a third party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask the child what he or she would do with 3 wishes or a magic wand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were adapted from Lask.

Enabling Effective Child Participation

In the past, children of any age were rarely consulted about their own health concerns. In current Western culture, children are highly valued, yet attention to their autonomous needs, especially when the child is not yet an adolescent, remains challenging. There are many reasons to include children as active partners in their own health care; however, this rarely happens. Some attribute this situation to the dearth of tools to clarify children’s conceptualization of health and illness, to assess their capacity for decision-making, to effectively share information with children, and to assess the outcome of shared decision making on the child patient.

Children can be coached to effectively assume the role of a health partner. One study used brief videos, age-appropriate workbooks, and a short (1- to 2-minute) role-play for the child subjects. Simultaneously, the physician and parents were educated on the importance of the child’s participation. The goal was to enable children to raise concerns, ask questions, note information, and participate in the creation and troubleshooting of potential problems with the care plan. Coached children preferred an active role in their care and reported better rapport with the physician, recalling significantly greater amounts of information about their medication regimen than controls (77% vs 47%, respectively). Physicians can encourage the parent to coach the child to be an effective advocate for his or her own health.

The importance of the child possessing effective health communication skills becomes evident when trying to assess and treat a child’s subjective symptom, including pain. In the absence of the child’s input, it is difficult to understand the nature and severity of the pain; thus, it is nearly impossible to relieve the discomfort effectively and safely. It is well known that the use of patient-controlled analgesia assists with the resolution of pain beyond the dose of medication. The message that the child knows his pain, is in control of his therapy, and is trusted is a powerful therapeutic intervention. Children as young as 4 years of age have used patient-controlled anesthesia effectively. In many cases, parents mistakenly think that not informing the child is best. Some professionals argue that paternalistic decisions (primarily on the part of the family) to withhold “harmful” information from the child can be justified. This position is not supported in the literature that examines the child’s preference for information. One of the most striking was Bluebond-Langner’s landmark study of terminally ill children, indicating that children as young as 3 years of age were aware of their diagnosis and prognosis without ever having been told by an adult. She found that adult avoidance of disclosure and denial of difficult information led the child to feel abandoned and unloved. At the same time, the child’s response is often to “protect” the “unaware” adults, despite great personal cost; this situation is called mutual pretense and it hurts both parties. By using whatever information they have, children will continually try to make sense of their situations. An incomplete ability to understand does not justify a lack of discussion with a child who desires involvement in his or her care and decision making.

Children often understand more than has been assumed. Increased experience with information they can understand creates a stable framework on which to add new information, promoting the integration of increasingly complex pieces of information. Children need to have usable information, to be given choices (including their desired level of involvement), and to be asked their opinion, even when their decision will not be determinative. Enhanced understanding provides a sense of control, which in turn mitigates fear, reducing the harms associated with illness and injury. Moreover, if the child is asking about the condition, he or she often already knows something is wrong and is checking to see whom to trust. Children who do not ask should be given the opportunity to receive information, but if they refuse it, information should never be forced on them.

Parents are also apparently harmed in the aftermath of nondisclosure to their children. A study of bereaved parents in Sweden indicates that all those who spoke openly with their children had no regrets, whereas 27% of those who did not speak to their children about dying not only regretted their decision but also suffered from an increased incidence of depression and anxiety as a result. Thus, counseling parents about the benefits of disclosure should be invoked when they are reluctant to speak with their child about illness or death.
Adolescents’ Roles in Health Care Communication and Decisional Authority

If adolescents are to be given authority for their health care decisions, they must receive thorough, developmentally appropriate, understandable information, to enable an understanding of the condition, what to expect with various tests and treatments, the range of acceptable and practical alternative care plans, and likely outcomes of each option. Only then can adolescents fully participate as partners in their health care.

Because the ability to comprehend and decide is fluid and variable within and between individuals, the assent given by an informed child or adolescent who can weigh the pros and cons of the proposed intervention should be given progressively greater weight compared with parental permission. However, the child’s choice and parents’ choices may be discordant. Expecting children to adhere to adult priorities and preferences may be illogical; Ladd and Forman argue that adults’ priorities clearly change over the trajectory of adulthood. Thus, if no value set is static, the adolescent’s seemingly trivial or superficial judgments may be just as legitimate as any other. They argue that total paternalism toward adolescents’ decisions undermines respect for the emerging, autonomous adults they will become and the emotional investment they have in their current values. The values with which adolescents judge their options are applied to an adolescent who holds those values, not to an adult with divergent values. This tolerant model of decision making addresses potentially harmful decisions by giving weight to the adolescent’s decision, with the proxy taking the role of educator, discussant, challenger, and shared decision maker. Overriding the adolescent’s decision should be undertaken with great trepidation, using the same criteria as are used to override an adult’s choice.

Adolescents and Forgoing “Life-Prolonging” Treatments

Children who have undergone treatments for a condition know the burdens of therapy more intimately than the adults trying to help them. Although they may not appreciate all the hoped-for benefits, their input into treatment decisions is clearly critical for a legitimate weighing of the benefit-burden calculus. When adolescents are able to appreciate the hoped-for benefits, they then also have the capacity to make full-fledged decisions regarding whether to forgo medical interventions. Decisions to forgo life-prolonging treatments made by adolescents have been upheld in courts of law. Landmark cases are described by Traugott and Alpers. Ridgway found that when physicians oppose these decisions, the courts generally decide for the professionals, prompting a caution to physicians to carefully weigh the likely burdens and benefits before going to court to force treatment.

Adolescent Decision Making: Legal and Ethical Issues

By US law, adolescents younger than 18 years (19 years in Nebraska and 21 years in Michigan) cannot make decisions about their health without their parents’ permission with some exceptions, notably emancipated minor status. Emancipated minors are persons younger than 18 years who live independent of their parents, who have taken on the responsibilities of an adult, including financial independence, parenthood, or military service, or who are emancipated by court order. Most states recognize “mature minors” by criteria strikingly similar to emancipated minor status. However, both the age of the patient and the conditions vary somewhat from state to state. Adolescents who are neither emancipated nor mature minors are allowed by some state statutes to give legally binding consent for treatments for limited reasons (examples include testing and treatment for sexually transmitted infections, including HIV infection; drug or alcohol abuse; family planning; blood donation; and mental health care) without parental notification.

Cultural Considerations

Minority and non–English-speaking families often have cultural expectations and nuanced understandings of language that, if not understood and attended to, can substantially interfere with effective medical care and may lead to a decrease in health status for their children. The AAP endorses the responsibility of the practitioner to be aware of and to accommodate the needs of such families. At issue are concerns regarding who gets information, who makes decisions, amount of eye contact, forthrightness, and the need for indirect discussion. It is a good idea to be aware of the general cultural norms and taboos of the dominant subcultures attending the practice. Although there are guidelines for what is “culturally competent,” none describes any individual family. Rather than assuming that a family will identify itself a certain way or follow cultural “norms,” it is generally safer to ask family members about the etiquette for communicating with them. “How should I give your family medical information about Mary?” “With whom do I share information?” “Who makes decisions?” “Are there topics that should not be directly discussed in your family?” Offering to wait until the relevant persons arrive is culturally respectful.

Members of subcultures that are typically passive with authority figures, who are fearful in medical situations, who make decisions that favor the group over the individual, or who have generally low educational levels may have special needs. These needs may include repeated invitations to ask questions, use of long silences during discussions, accommodation of large groups for information dissemination and health-planning discussions, extra time to consult with others when decisions are to be made, and written summaries or tapes of conversations to facilitate understanding through sharing information with others, particularly if there is limited English language proficiency. See Table 4 for suggested prompts to elicit culturally related health beliefs, concerns, and practices.

Use of Translators

The availability of trained translators is required by the Joint Commission. Medicaid partially pays for transla-
Bad news can be defined as “pertaining to situations where there is a feeling of no hope, a threat to a person’s mental or physical well-being, a risk of upsetting an established lifestyle, or where a message is given that conveys to an individual fewer choices in his or her life.” An alternate definition is that bad news is information that “results in a cognitive, behavioral, or emotional deficit that persists for some time.” Recognition that much of health care communication is actually bad news will improve attention to its delivery. As an example, although the diagnosis of neurofibromatosis type 1 may not seem to the practitioner to be bad news, the variability of the outcome and the lack of predictability of the disease make this diagnosis very difficult for parents.

Similarly, the need for unanticipated blood tests for a needle-phobic child or the disruption of an unexpected overnight hospital stay, the need to take medications for the rest of one’s life for a chronic condition, and many other common occurrences are bad news for families. Greater attention to the empathic delivery of bad news will result in improved skills when the stakes escalate, as in terminal conditions. Communication skills will be well honed and practitioner fear and guilt will not pre-dominate when a bereaved parent states “I remember every aspect of what was said and how it was said when the doctor told me that my daughter had cancer.”

Pediatric oncologists have significant-to-profound discomfort in discussing prognosis, particularly the impending death of their patients. Bereaved parents of trauma victims have reported being told of the death in the hallway, waiting room, or other public area, implying a lack of training of emergency and surgery personnel. When information is delivered poorly, parents perceive a lack of empathy and respect, and memories of this experience may be etched in the minds of the survivors for the remainder of their lives, compounding and prolonging the grieving process. Given the risks of such permanent damage, there is a moral imperative to ensure that preparation for the effective and empathetic disclosure of bad news is routinely integrated into pediatric training.

**Good Ways to Give Bad News**

Most of the advice about breaking bad news in general applies to the ICU, ED, and delivery room settings and to the disclosure of terminal illness. The main difference is the time frame and the intensity of emotion, although even parents of chronically ill children who have survived many previous hospitalizations will also often be shocked (and frequently unbelieving) that the child will not recover this time (“We’ve been told that before, and he is still here”).

Many clinicians believe there is no good way to give bad news. However, research with parents whose children had a wide range of diagnoses provides consistent guidance. See Table 5 for suggestions for breaking bad news with skill and empathy.

When hearing bad news, parents value a physician who clearly demonstrates a caring attitude and who allows them to talk and to express their emotions. One effective opening to the conversation is to ask, “What do you already know about what is happening to (patient’s name)?” Once their ideas are elicited, misperceptions should be corrected. Asking whether they know someone else with this diagnosis or situation and inquiring about their associated experience can be helpful. The latter question assists the physician to be aware of the family’s fears and expectations. Pointing out how the child’s situation is similar to or different from the previous experience helps parents to better understand the child’s likely course.

Parental dissatisfaction with the process of breaking bad news is common. Use of a protocol for breaking bad news can substantially improve the experience. Comprehensive guides for breaking bad news are available. Although needing to inform parents of a chronic, incurable diagnosis may challenge a physician’s feelings of competency, parents are most attentive to the affective relationship of their informant, rather than the ability of the informer to “fix it.” Parents are able to distinguish the difference between the delivery of the news and the news itself.

One US study in the 1980s found that parents of children with cancer, when hearing the initial diagnosis,
TABLE 5  Suggestions for “Breaking Bad News” With Skill and Empathy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do not disclose bad news over the telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use trained translators as needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid telling a lone parent without his or her spouse and/or a preferred support person present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable the parents to touch the deceased child before or during the interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold or touch the child with obvious care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognize that parents are primarily responsible for their child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show caring, compassion, and a sense of connection to the patient and the family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace the discussion to the parents’ emotional state; do not overwhelm them with information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not use jargon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicit parents’ ideas of the cause of the problem; ensure they do not blame themselves or others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name the illness and write it down for the parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask the parents to use their own words to explain what you have just told them to confirm effective transmission of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address the implications for the child’s future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledge their emotions and be prepared for tears and a need for time; it is helpful to bring a social worker and/or chaplain to the meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be willing to show your own emotion; aloofness or detachment is offensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give parents time to be alone to absorb the information, react, and formulate additional questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be able to recommend relevant community-based resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide contacts with other willing families with a similarly affected child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide a follow-up plan and make an appointment for the next conversation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were adapted from Krahn et al,15 Fallowfield,35 Nursey et al,42 Heller and Solomon,125 and Woolley et al.214

For the child. “Your child is lucky to have you for parents! I can’t imagine anyone doing a better job than you two!” Harsh or judgmental statements about the child, the parents, or their behaviors are unhelpful.

Communication in the ICU and ED

Bad News in the ED

In the ED, parents often arrive separately from the child. If they are available by telephone, let them know the child is seriously ill/injured, but do not disclose death over the telephone unless the parent is insistent. Suggest they come in as soon as possible and bring their spouse and a close friend with them. Ask them to be careful and to consider letting someone else drive, because they are at an increased risk of having an accident because of their appropriately upset emotional state.

If a child is undergoing resuscitation when the parents arrive at the ED, it may be appropriate to offer the parents the opportunity to be with the child.216–222 The majority of families offered this option accept and feel much better knowing that “everything was done” and that they were there in the child’s last moments of life.223–228 Parents should know they do not have to go into the resuscitation area if they choose not to: affirmation should be provided indicating that loving and good parents decide either way. If the parents choose to be present, a staff member should be assigned as a dedicated escort. This individual should tell them what they will see and let them know they can leave at any time. Parents should be informed that they will be asked to leave if they interfere with the team’s function or seem to be harmed by being there. When in the room, the escort explains the role of each person present, what is being done, then affirms that, despite all that is going on, this is still their child (use the child’s name) and that he or she may be able to hear the parent. The escort can suggest the parents touch and speak to the child, assuring him or her of the family’s love.

An even more challenging task is to inform families of trauma victims that their previously healthy child is dead.229 Jurkovich et al.2 studied the experiences of bereaved families of child and adult trauma victims. The findings and recommendations were consistent with those for ICU patients. The most important attributes of the communication, from the parents’ perspectives, are the attitude of the informer, clarity of the message, privacy of the conversation, and the ability of the informer to accurately answer parents’ questions. Many parents recounted positive experiences, primarily of having caring hospital and prehospital staff. Physicians garnered most of the negative comments. Rank and attire were of minimal concern to these families.

After greeting the parents and escorting them to a private area, have someone who has directly participated in the care of their child speak with them. Sit down and bring tissues. Begin by asking what they know so far. Ask when they saw the child last and what he or she was doing at that time. Explain any factual details that are known about what happened at the scene and what has been done so far in the resuscitation. There are

 Desire less information at that time, preferring an emphasis on establishing trust with new caregivers. Parents’ trust of advice is built by acknowledging the grief, anxiety, and fear the family is experiencing and inviting them to share their feelings and ask questions. Gradually sharing additional illness and treatment information, supplemented by written or taped materials, and providing a means to contact the physician when additional questions arise, is also greatly appreciated. Many parents now are asking for e-mail contact and, in some instances, this is a reimbursable service.215

When parents (predictably) become upset during the informing interview, acknowledge their grief and fear by waiting until their attention turns back to the discussant, then state (for instance):

“I can see you were not expecting this.” (Silence)

“You seem quite upset; I would be, too. (Silence.) Do you know anyone who has had this illness? (Silence.) How did things go for them?”

Facial tissues are essential equipment. Parents want hopeful and positive things said about their child, and an opportunity to touch or hold the child, particularly newborn infants or children from whom they have been separated during a transport. They need recognition by the physician of the child’s unique value as an individual first and as an ill or injured person second.13 Speaking of the child as if he or she “is” the diagnosis is hurtful.

As time progresses, parents also appreciate emotional support and affirmation of their efforts and ability to care...
provided as a service by American Academy of Pediatrics. For personal use only; do not distribute.

TABLE 6  Family Centered Communication and Support in the ICU

| Early (within 24–48 hours of admission) and frequent communication |
| Indication that the health care team cares for the child as an individual |
| Practitioners trained in meeting facilitation and conflict management |
| The use of open-ended questions and reflective explanation |
| Hopeful but honest and clear communication; acknowledgment of uncertainty |
| Discussion of likely and hoped-for outcomes |
| Use of numeric terms when describing probabilities; use of drawings and models |
| Provide timeframes for improvement and future discussion |
| Participation of families in clinical bedside rounds, caregiving for their child and ability to stay with their child during invasive procedures |
| Listen to and involve the nurse, chaplain, and social worker in the information loop |
| Open visitation, including sibling and pet visitation |
| Consistent caregivers; if this is not possible, ensure consistency of the message |
| Prompt informing of parents of transitions, such as a change of location, condition, treatment plan, assignment of attending physician or residents |
| Shared decision making rather than autonomy; encourage the parents to involve their family, friends, and medical home pediatrician to help them to understand information and make decisions |
| Written, audiotaped, and computerized education for families (see www.icu-usa.com) |
| Discussion and support of coping mechanisms, including religious and spiritual values |
| Initiation of palliative care at the time of admission |

Data were adapted from Todres et al, Davidson et al, Robinson et al, and Todres.

2 choices at this point; the first is immediate notification of the death, offering to escort the parents into the room to be with the body, and explaining what was done and that the child’s injuries were too severe to survive but reassuring them that everything that could have been done to save the child’s life was done. Alternatively, there can be a staged disclosure, initially telling them that the child is very severely injured and at risk of dying, but that everything possible to save him is still being done. Tell them you are going to check on the rescue team’s progress, leaving a team member in the room with them; make sure the rescue area is cleaned up and that the child’s body is presentable. Leave some of the tubes in place to demonstrate the efforts that were made to save the child’s life. Call the chaplain and the social worker if they are not on the scene. Then, go back and inform the parents of the child’s death a few minutes later. In the case of sudden, unexpected, and overwhelming illness or death, parents will likely be shocked, highly emotional, angry, and suspicious. This reaction, although difficult to endure as the perceived target of their animosity, is certainly understandable. A parent might blurt:

“But I put Juanita on the school bus this morning. She can’t be dead!”

Offer to take parents in to see their child, and ensure a member of the resuscitation team is available to provide the specifics of what was done and to answer any questions. If feasible, move the body and the family to a private area to maximize privacy and minimize disruption; allow families to have some private time with the body. Ensure an appropriate environment, including a rocking chair, support persons from the family, and a limited number of members of the care team, if desired by the family. Do not rush them. Experience indicates that 2 to 3 hours is the maximum time most families want to remain with the body; 15 to 20 minutes is more common.

Communication in the NICU and PICU

Communication within an NICU or PICU generally involves bad news in a very foreign environment, virtually always with large numbers of unfamiliar health care professionals. Guidelines have been promulgated to suggest important ways to support families of ICU patients. See Table 6 for suggestions with regard to communication.

Understanding how parents cope with bad news may prevent some judgmental conclusions and may assist ICU caregivers to be effective communicators with families. See Table 7 for a list of coping mechanisms, both adaptive and maladaptive, of parents with critically ill children.

The stakes involved in having a child in the ICU and the constant uncertainty make negative reactions understandable. Parental sources of stress include seeing their child in pain, frightened, or sad, and the inability to communicate with the child. Increased attention to the fulfillment of parental needs can improve relations between parents and ICU staff.

Special Communication Considerations in Terminal Illness

No communication is more difficult than telling a parent that his or her child will die. However, in many instances, painful as it is, parents may be hoping doctors will do just that. Parental recognition that one’s child is suffering, disproportionate to the likelihood of benefit, is extremely distressing. However, it is a rare parent who will challenge the physician who continues to hold out hope for “cure” or prolonged life. Parents and adult patients expect physicians to recognize and discuss the need to change the goals of care. In 1 study, 45% of parents of critically ill children thought it may be time to stop attempts to treat the illness before the physician brought it up, but none broached the topic. Many physicians, however, wait until they perceive the family or patient is “ready,” leading to additional emotional and physical suffering, including a prolonged dying process. Mixed messages from multiple consultants, particularly in the ICU setting, can be extremely confusing and upsetting for families, often leading to poor decision making as the parents (understandably) hold on to the most hopeful messages. Having a clear captain of the care team, one who is evaluating the situation as a whole,
Bad News in the Delivery Room

Despite increasing accuracy and availability of prenatal diagnosis, a pediatrician can be confronted in the delivery room by a child who is too immature to survive or who has anomalies that are incompatible with life; attempts at resuscitation would be inappropriate in these situations. When prematurity is the problem, the parent is generally already aware of this. Introducing oneself and providing “a warning shot” may be helpful.

“I am Dr. _______ and I am the pediatrician who was called by your physician to care for your infant. My team and I have experience doing everything possible to help premature newborns. Based on your history and our examination, it seems, unfortunately, that your daughter was born too early to survive for very long, no matter what we do. (Pause) I am sorry. I really wish it were different. At this point, we are ensuring her warmth and comfort. (Pause) Does she have a name? Would you like to spend some time with her and hold her?”

Point out the infant’s normal features. Important things not to say at this time include asking when the mother noted her premature labor or asking about factors that may have triggered premature delivery. Blaming is unhelpful and unnecessary; avoidance of a recurrence can be accomplished at a future time when the information can be seen as helpful and can be absorbed.

For the near-term child with lethal anomalies, the diagnosis has typically been made before delivery. In this case, it can be helpful for pediatricians to ask parents what they know and provide confirmation of what they see. Goals of care should have already been established; in some settings, a prenatal hospice program may have been set up and available for support during the delivery. If not, or if the diagnosis is unexpected, a “warning shot” is needed, followed by empathic and clear disclosure. Hovering and whispering about the infant only adds to the panic and confusion.

“I am Dr. _______ and I was asked to help care for your son. He has beautiful hands! And he also appears to have some unusual characteristics. Did you or your obstetrician have any concerns or suspicions that something may have been different about your baby before his birth?”

If the prognosis or diagnosis is not clear, the infant will likely be brought to the NICU for additional evaluation and management. An explanation of what will be done, how long it will take, when the parents can visit, and when more will be known is important. If the child has a clearly lethal anomaly (eg, anencephaly), the child should not be separated from the parents unless that is their preference, and the process of palliative care should begin immediately. Pointing out the normal features of the child and ensuring the parents do not blame themselves for the anomalies are important therapeutic interventions. Asking whether parents wish to bathe or dress their child or have siblings hold their child helps families accept the newborn. If the infant is alive, attend to its comfort with warm blankets and maternal skin contact, if desired. Suggest making a hand mold or print, cutting a lock of hair, or taking photographs. Offer to call a chaplain or the parents’ own clergy, if they prefer, to assist them to explore meaning and to help with any rituals. Give them time to be with the infant or the body in a private place for as long as they desire. Offer help to call friends or family if they choose. Ensure bereavement follow-up.

In the NICU and PICU, parents are often asked to participate in the decision-making process regarding the use of “life-prolonging” measures. Little research addresses effective and compassionate ways to communicate about stopping critical care interventions and changing goals of care, although much research documents dissatisfaction with current methods. The usual way of addressing the failure of medical therapy can be very problematic and may generate thoughts or conclusions that are unintended but potentially devastating. Table 8 presents common medical statements, how they may be perceived, and suggests alternatives.

INFORMED CONSENT, COMMUNICATING RISKS, AND BENEFITS OF RESEARCH

Sometimes, when conventional treatment has failed, clinical trials are available. Although parents often state their motives to enroll their child in research are altruism and/or the desire to learn more about their child’s disease, it is interesting to note that, when they are in an outpatient setting and less rushed to make a decision, participation rates in clinical trials are lower than in inpatient settings. It is clearly difficult to achieve truly informed consent for medical care or procedures, let alone clinical research, when death is likely; strong emotions govern such situations. The need to explain complex constructs of risks and benefits, randomization, physiology, and often, pharmacology to lay people is daunting. Nevertheless, there is still an obligation to make a valiant effort to obtain truly informed consent. Too often there is a problem of therapeutic misperception, representing that the purpose of the research is to treat the patient rather than benefit future patients. Indeed, therapeutic misperception may sometimes even be fostered by investigators. However, a recent analysis of cancer trials found that there were “insufficient data to conclude” that enrollment in clinical trials resulted in improved outcomes. According to the Institute of Medicine Committee on Clinical Research Involving Children, consent, permission, and assent should be viewed as a process of communication, encouraging questions at the initiation and throughout treatment to assess understanding and ensure lack of coercion in ongoing participation. These recommendations are based in part on 2 other important, recent reports on research ethics.

A study of consent for childhood leukemia trials found that not providing information, and lack of understanding of information presented, hampered the achievement of informed consent. For instance, randomization was not mentioned in 17% of cases, and parents did not understand it 50% of the time, despite efforts to explain the concept. Similarly, 18% of parents
### Methods of Communicating Sensitive Health Care Information and Perceptions of Communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usual Method of Communicating Message</th>
<th>How the Usual Communication May Be Perceived</th>
<th>Alternative Method of Communicating Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Do you want us to do CPR?”</td>
<td>“CPR would work if you would allow us to do it”</td>
<td>“Tell me what you know about CPR. “CPR is most helpful for patients who are relatively healthy, and even then, only 1 of 3 patients survive. Many of Lisa’s organs are not working. As you know, she is getting dialysis to clean her blood like her kidneys would have, a breathing machine for her lungs, and medicine to keep her blood pressure up. If her heart were to stop, it would not be because there is a problem with her heart (it is fine), but it would be because she is dying. All of our hearts stop when we die. So pumping on her heart, or “doing CPR” will not make her better. On the other hand, while I would recommend not doing CPR, I am not recommending stopping any other treatment she is receiving at this time. There is still a chance that she may get better. Let’s hope for the best, but also plan for the worst. We will need to keep a close watch on her and keep you up to date on how she is doing. Do you have any questions?” “Let’s talk again later today so I can update you. Is there anyone else I need to talk to?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Let’s stop heroic treatment”</td>
<td>“We will provide less than optimal care” (What is heroic about performing invasive, painful, costly, nonbeneficial care?)</td>
<td>“At this time, I think the most heroic thing we can do is to understand how sick Jamal is and stop treatments that are not working for him. I think we should do all we can to ensure his comfort and yours, make sure there are no missed opportunities, and ensure we properly celebrate his life. I will follow your lead on this. Some ideas that have helped other families include getting him home with help for you if you wish, or you may choose to have his friends and your family come here instead and have a party; you can bring his clothes so that he will look like himself, bring in his music or a photo album and relive some of your best memories of him, make a mold of his hand so that you will always have his hand to hold, or anything else that would be a proper celebration of his life.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Let’s stop aggressive treatment”</td>
<td>“We will not be attentive to his needs, including symptom distress and need for comfort”</td>
<td>“We will do all we can to ensure he is as comfortable as possible.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Aiesha has failed the treatment”</td>
<td>“The patient is the cause of the problem”</td>
<td>“We have tried all the proven treatments and even some experimental ones for Aiesha. Unfortunately, we did not get the results we had hoped for. I wish it were different!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We are recommending withdrawal of care for Marisa”</td>
<td>“We are going to abandon her and you”</td>
<td>“Marisa is too ill to get better. We need to refocus our efforts on making the most of the time she has left.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“There is nothing more we can do for Adam”</td>
<td>“We will allow him to suffer, we do not care about him, we only care about fighting the disease”</td>
<td>“We need to change the goals of our care for Adam. At this point we clearly cannot cure him, but that does not mean we can’t help him and your family.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Johnny is not strong enough to keep going”</td>
<td>“Johnny is weak”</td>
<td>“Johnny is a strong boy and he has fought hard with us to beat his disease. Unfortunately, as much as we wish we could, we cannot cure Johnny. At this point, we are hurting him rather than helping, giving him side effects, and keeping him from being at home or taking a trip, or whatever he really wants to do with the time he has left.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We will make it so Thuy does not suffer”</td>
<td>“We are going to kill Thuy.”</td>
<td>“We will do everything we can to make Thuy comfortable.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We need to stop active treatment for Dwayne”</td>
<td>“We will not take care of him at all”</td>
<td>“The goal of curing Dwayne’s disease, despite the best efforts of a lot of smart and hard-working people, is no longer possible. We are so sorry and wish that that were different! I have cared for many children who are as sick as your son. It is very hard on all of us, especially you, his parents and family when the treatments do not work as we had hoped. Many parents like you have agreed to stop efforts to cure when they are not working, as difficult as that is. Would you like me to put you in touch with some of the other parents who have been through this too?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Do you want us to stop Bobby’s treatment?”</td>
<td>“You are the final arbiter of your child’s death”</td>
<td>“Bobby is lucky to have such excellent, loving and selfless parents. I know this is hard; we will get through it together. I am glad you agree with our recommendations to change the goals of care to better meet Bobby’s needs. I will let my team know what we have decided.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I am glad you agree. Will you sign Juan’s do-not-resuscitate order?”</td>
<td>“You are signing his death warrant”</td>
<td>“There is no surgery, no medicine, and all the love you clearly feel for Juan will not make him better, he is just too sick. I wish it were different.” (Silence) “I will change his orders to make sure he only gets tests and treatments that can help him now.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CPR indicates cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
### Table 9: Suggestions to Improve Communication About Clinical Trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ensure the presence of a nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read the consent document with the parents, explicitly soliciting questions and allocating sufficient time to answer them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide time to process the information, including taking the consent document home overnight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide written and video explanations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide information in the family’s native language when possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide names and contact information for practitioners who can offer independent, competent second opinions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct a daily education conference to allow information to be incrementally processed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were adapted from Kodish et al.244

lacked understanding of the right to refuse to participate (attempted explanation, 97%) and 20% did not understand the right to withdraw from the study at any time (attempted explanation, 72%).243 In another study, parents did not understand the existence or details of treatment alternatives.244 Health literacy is a problem for much of the adult US population, not just parents.245,246

Children being offered the opportunity to participate in clinical research trials must be asked their opinion and must give permission to proceed. In fact, the requirement for affirmative child assent is codified in the Current Federal Regulations.247–249 The opportunity to provide assent implies the ability to dissent as well; dissent must be taken seriously but is not considered to be determinative, when rendered by the child, if the trial holds realistic promise for a beneficial outcome. These concerns and needs must be anticipated as routine and accommodated. Clinical investigators need explicit training regarding how to obtain truly informed consent.244 Suggestions to help improve communication about clinical trials are in Table 9.

In the setting of research with a potentially terminally ill child, emotions run high. Parental and clinician ability to judge the situation on the objective merits of the alternatives, within the framework of long-held values, is severely challenged and rarely accomplished. An altruistic child may prefer to continue on to benefit others, regardless of his or her own outcome.195 These children are ideal candidates for research. However, others want desperately to control their destinies and to enjoy the time remaining. Parents’ need to sustain life, often at all costs, can blind them to the child’s need to enjoy it. It is the clinician’s obligation to ensure that the risks and benefits are communicated in an unbiased way, while giving recommendations based on disclosed priorities and experience. Decisions should incorporate the views of the child, parents, and other caregivers who know the child well. Additional research is desperately needed to ensure a process that enables truly informed consent.240

### Presenting Palliative Care as a Viable Alternative to Research Participation

At such vulnerable times, parents are often told that the “only” alternative to enrollment in experimental therapies is “doing nothing,” an alternative that is never attractive and is also never true. Each treatment option should be evaluated based on the likely (not just hoped for) outcomes in this individual child’s case, given his or her illness history and comorbidities, and the known and possible burdens and complications, including pain, isolation, fatigue, and missed opportunities. The merits and burdens of pursuing palliative goals of care without further attempts to reverse the disease versus experimental or “innovative” (uncontrolled research) treatment must be clearly explained to ensure that a choice is truly being offered.

Palliative care can be provided concurrently with life-extending measures81,228 or can be the sole focus of care. Palliative care is intensive care, addressing the whole child within the context of self, family, and community. Palliative care attends to spiritual, physical, emotional, and social needs of the patient while also addressing the needs of parents, siblings, and others affected by the child’s illness and ultimate death. Palliative care can facilitate an excellent quality of living in the face of a short life expectancy, ensuring that the child and his or her family live fully, despite being in the shadow of inevitable death.14,81,121,250 Children can even live longer than expected when effective palliative care is offered because of renewed hope and relief of symptoms that are too often ignored in other treatment paradigms.

### Postmortem Communication

Parents are generally supported by family, friends, the community-based medical home pediatrician, and their congregational clergy after the death.29 However, they often feel cut off from the people with whom they developed an intense bond in the hospital; the last people to assist them to care for their child, the people who guided their initial acknowledgment of their child’s death.234 Even small tokens of continued concern have a huge effect on families. In a study of bereaved survivors of adult patients, a condolence card, signed by direct care providers and mailed 2 weeks after the death, had a profound impact.251 Ninety-four percent of the recipients still had the card in an easily accessible place 1 year later. One woman whose husband died in the ED stated that the card helped her cope with his unanticipated death, because “at least I know he died among caring people.” There is published guidance for physicians about how to write a condolence card,252 but even a signature will suffice.

Sometimes, especially when practitioners have become extremely close to the patient, attending the memorial or funeral service may be appropriate. This act serves to let the family know that the concern and attachment they perceived were real; it may also allow some healing for the practitioner, who otherwise may “burn out” from the emotional exhaustion of the investment in children who die and their families. Giving oneself permission to love and let go is important, and societal rituals may assist in the resolution of the professionals’ grief as well. Families are generally overcome with appreciation when the physician attends the memorial or funeral and can be resentful when they do...
not.125 The AAP endorses an active role for the pediatrician in providing bereavement care.82

Autopsies as Communication Opportunities
Particularly if an autopsy is performed, it is advisable to have a postmortem conference with the parents (and sometimes siblings as well) approximately 6 to 8 weeks after the death.91,253–255 As parents reflect on the whirlwind events of their final days with their child, numerous questions arise. They need a vehicle to have these questions answered efficiently. If an autopsy is performed, there is no opportunity to hear and discuss the results, parents may become suspicious that the medical establishment was “experimenting” on their child.92,93 Moreover, parents may have requested the autopsy to assist in family planning or to determine the need to do screening procedures on close relatives; thus, they may be awaiting the results anxiously. An in-person meeting allows the treating physician to answer all the family’s questions, translate the autopsy findings into understandable lay language, and importantly, to check on the well-being of the parents and siblings. The family and the staff appreciate coordination of the timing of this meeting so all important members of the care team can attend. Long-term follow-up may include an annual card on the child’s birthday or anniversary of the death.93,253–255 As parents reflect on the whirlwind events of their final days with their child, numerous questions arise. They need a vehicle to have these questions answered efficiently. If an autopsy is performed, there is no opportunity to hear and discuss the results, parents may become suspicious that the medical establishment was “experimenting” on their child.92,93 Moreover, parents may have requested the autopsy to assist in family planning or to determine the need to do screening procedures on close relatives; thus, they may be awaiting the results anxiously. An in-person meeting allows the treating physician to answer all the family’s questions, translate the autopsy findings into understandable lay language, and importantly, to check on the well-being of the parents and siblings. The family and the staff appreciate coordination of the timing of this meeting so all important members of the care team can attend. Long-term follow-up may include an annual card on the child’s birthday or anniversary of the death, invitation to annual memorial services at the hospital, or other locally appropriate options.

MEDICAL ERROR DISCLOSURE
Medical errors are increasingly in the public eye. Communication about medical errors is 1 of the most challenging aspects of health care,256 yet parents exhort caregivers to be forthright and timely in revealing the mishap.104 Training on how to approach patients and families about the occurrence of a medical error can increase family and patient satisfaction regarding these situations and can substantially decrease the medical malpractice payouts related to such occurrences. (Multiple case studies are available at www.sorryworks.net.)

PHYSICIAN SELF-CARE
Medicine is a challenging and rewarding profession. It requires lifelong learning, not only from books, journals, and courses, but also from attention to interactions with patients and families. Physicians have a difficult job; the responsibility to communicate effectively and efficiently to clarify the diagnosis, consider psychosocial and existential concerns, respect family and other supporters’ needs, and to come to an agreed-on plan of care is substantial and can be overwhelming. Allowing time between patients and debriefing conversations with staff, increased physician education on communication, and improved payment for counseling time can help.
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A   FOREWORD

In 1993, the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) issued *General guidelines for medical practitioners on providing information to patients*. This document (hereafter referred to as the 1993 *General Guidelines*) had its origin in 1989 with the publication of a report by the Australian, Victorian and New South Wales Law Reform Commissions on the issue of informed consent. The report was issued shortly after the landmark High Court of Australia decision of November 1992 in the case of Rogers v Whitaker. The principles laid down by the High Court in that case, and the 1993 *General Guidelines*, have clearly established the legal and professional framework under which health professionals now provide information to patients.

NHMRC policy requires that its documents are reviewed five years after publication to ensure that they remain relevant and up to date. In order to review the 1993 *General Guidelines*, NHMRC conducted a public consultation on the document from July to August 2002, and received 31 submissions. The Australian Health Ethics Committee (AHEC), a principal committee of the NHMRC, then formed a working group (see Appendix ii) to consider the submissions.

The working group agreed that the 1993 *General Guidelines* remains a valuable statement of what information needs to be exchanged between patients and doctors, and why. Council re-endorsed this document on 18 March 2004 at its 152nd Session.

The working group also agreed that despite the existence of the 1993 *General Guidelines*, and other documents providing information on the ethical and legal requirements for informed consent, many difficulties remain. Problems around providing information to patients relate to what information is offered to patients, and also to how that process occurs. It was therefore concluded that an additional document should focus on highlighting the importance of good communication between doctors and patients. This view was supported by a number of factors, including the repeated findings of Health Complaints bodies and Medical Boards that poor communication is the catalyst for most complaints; the recognition (especially by medical indemnity organisations) that communication skills can be taught; and the increasing emphasis now being placed on communication skills in medical training.

This document reflects these views. The practice of medicine entails more than just good communication, but good communication is essential to effective practice. Good communication skills need to be accompanied by clinical competence, compassion and ethical conduct. The advice contained in this document is not intended to be a textbook on either the acquiring of communication skills or the effective practice of medicine. However it is hoped that it will both assist medical practitioners to identify and adopt the core elements of effective communication with patients and also inform patients, patient carers and representatives.
This document aims to help doctors communicate effectively with patients.

While all health professionals communicate with patients, the document is addressed primarily to doctors for two pragmatic reasons. First, it is usually doctors who carry ultimate responsibility for communication and its failure. Second, responsibility for patient care is often shared among various health professionals. Dealing with this division of responsibility adequately would require a much longer document. Not all the specific advice offered here will be relevant to other health professionals. However, it is hoped that they will also find it useful.

The document uses the term ‘doctor’ rather than ‘medical practitioner’, and ‘patient’ to refer to a person seeking health care.

I THE BENEFITS OF GOOD COMMUNICATION

Good communication:

- builds trust between patient and doctor;
- may help the patient disclose information;
- enhances patient satisfaction;
- involves the patient more fully in health decision making;
- helps the patient make better health decisions;
- leads to more realistic patient expectations;
- produces more effective practice; and
- reduces the risk of errors and mishaps.

These benefits in turn strengthen communication between patient and doctor and can contribute to better health outcomes for the patient.

2 THE IMPACT OF POOR COMMUNICATION

Poor communication:

- decreases confidence and trust in medical care;
- deters the patient from revealing important information;
- causes significant patient distress;
- leads to the patient not seeking further care;
- leads to misunderstandings;
- leads to the misinterpretation of medical advice;
- underlies most patient complaints; and
- predicts negligence claims.

These difficulties may lead to poor or sub-optimal outcomes for the patient.
3 OBSTACLES TO GOOD COMMUNICATION

There are many possible obstacles to clear and open communication between doctor and patient.

3.1 PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

The physical environment may:

- discourage good communication; or
- fail to provide sufficient privacy.

3.2 DOCTOR-RELATED OBSTACLES

The doctor may be:

- inadequately trained in communication skills;
- lacking in sensitivity or empathy;
- unwilling to recognise patient autonomy;
- unaware of problems arising from differences in language and culture;
- affected by time pressures; or
- distracted by external or personal factors.

3.3 PATIENT-RELATED OBSTACLES

The patient may be:

- affected by the condition, illness or medication;
- anxious, embarrassed or in denial about the medical condition;
- inexperienced in identifying and describing symptoms;
- intimidated by health care settings;
- overawed by the doctor's perceived status;
- disadvantaged by differences in language and culture;
- confused by the use of medical jargon;
- reluctant to ask questions; or
- concerned about time pressures.

All of these factors may impede the patient’s capacity to provide, take in and retain information.

3.4 CULTURAL AND SOCIAL DIVERSITY

Doctors see patients from a range of ethnic, cultural and socio-economic backgrounds. Social and cultural factors may determine such matters as why patients attend, and may influence the patient-doctor interaction and compliance. Doctors should strive to ensure good communication regardless of the social or cultural background of patients. Communication is facilitated when the doctor is aware of and sensitive to the background or cultural needs of the particular patient.
All of the advice in this document is relevant but additional measures to reduce the risk of misunderstanding include:

- asking questions to appreciate the patient’s understanding of health and disease; and
- explaining the doctor’s understanding of health and disease.

In certain situations, the following strategies may also be helpful:

- seeking to establish an environment which welcomes and affirms the different background of the patient;
- in negotiation with the patient, considering the use of assistance of agents such as patient advocates, family members, pastoral care workers or spiritual leaders;
- using local institutional protocols for cross-cultural health care practice; and
- seeking advice from, and developing a working relationship with, community agencies that understand and advocate for patients.

Refer also to Section 6.9 - Use of Interpreters.
THE ADVICE

4 PRIOR TO THE CONSULTATION

Doctors should strive to reduce obstacles to good communication. In relation to the environment, doctors need to be mindful of the setting, including physical barriers and potential distractions, such as avoidable interruptions and excessive focus on the computer screen.

Guidelines for reception staff who are making appointments should include enquiring whether a standard or long consultation is required, and whether the patient has any special needs, such as the requirement for a carer or advocate, or access to an interpreter.

Where forewarned, longer time should be set aside for those consultations requiring greater attention to providing information and answering questions. In certain situations such as conveying bad news, patients may be advised to bring with them a companion of their choice.

5 INITIATING THE CONSULTATION

The foundations of good communication are establishing rapport and active listening. Personal introductions are an important part of establishing rapport, as is acknowledging issues such as appointment time delays. Evidence indicates that allowing patients to present their opening statements without interruption at the start makes it more likely that the issues of concern will be identified.

If the patient clearly has difficulty indicating the reason for the visit, the doctor should give some guidance by asking specific questions to assist the patient in describing the problem.

6 DURING THE CONSULTATION

Better communication can be fostered by active listening techniques, and by helping patients to express themselves and to understand the information given to them.

6.1 ACTIVE LISTENING

Active listening is closely linked to the doctor's capacity to recognise emotional factors contributing to illness and distress. Active listening includes:

• making appropriate eye contact early in the interview;
• asking open-ended questions;
• attending to verbal and non-verbal cues;
• clarifying the information provided by the patient; and
• clarifying the patient’s understanding of the information provided by the doctor.
6.2 ASSISTING THE PATIENT

In addition to active listening, the doctor can also assist the patient in other ways.

The doctor can:

- seek to understand the patient’s expectations of the visit;
- be sensitive to the needs and circumstances of the patient (including their beliefs, values, fears and social and cultural backgrounds);
- encourage the asking of questions;
- repeat key information;
- allow for note-taking by the patient;
- ask if the patient would like another person of their choice to be present;
- offer an early follow-up appointment for further discussion;
- provide information in writing;
- enlist the help of patient support organisations and other services; and
- raise the idea of seeking a second opinion, where appropriate.

Positive encouragement may facilitate disclosure of relevant information by patients about their health. One current example is the desirability of encouraging patients to discuss their use of complementary and over-the-counter medicines, and other alternative therapies. Another issue often overlooked is the desirability of asking patients about other opinions they may have been given about their condition.

6.3 HELPING UNDERSTANDING

The provision of information and advice to the patient can be facilitated by:

- establishing what the patient wants and needs to know;
- using plain English;
- providing diagrams; and
- providing written material, including consumer publications (translated if necessary).

Written information should not be excessive in quantity for the patient, taking into account his or her capacity, situation, condition and diagnosis. Written information should be provided to reinforce, not replace, an interactive verbal process.

6.4 COMMUNICATING TO FACILITATE INFORMED DECISION MAKING

Good communication is especially important when patients are faced with the need to make decisions about or give consent to interventions.\(^1\) The type of information a person will require to make a decision will vary according to the individual’s needs, the nature of the intervention, and the risks associated with intervening or not intervening.

---

\(^1\) The general term ‘intervention’ is intended to cover diagnostic procedures and tests, and all forms of treatment (pharmaceutical, surgical etc). The principles involved in providing information for decision making may extend to other interventions including counselling and screening for diseases (eg genetic screening tests) wherever the intervention brings with it risks be they physical, emotional, financial or other.

---

The Advice
As has been emphasised previously, good communication enhances informed decision making, while poor communication increases the likelihood of dissatisfaction with unanticipated outcomes.

Both in this document and in the 1993 General Guidelines, general guidance is given about the nature of the information that may need to be provided in any situation. Conveying the necessary information requires skilled communication. Respect for patient autonomy and the right of the patient to accept or reject advice, avoiding any suggestion of coercion, and fostering patient understanding, are all integral parts of this process.

Patients seek many types of information and advice from doctors. To enable them to participate meaningfully in decisions affecting their health care, patients need relevant information presented in a way that they can understand. It is not possible, however, to provide information about every detail of all intervention options, potential benefits or harms, and all possible outcomes. It is also not possible to assess risks with complete certainty, and this uncertainty should be communicated to patients.

Where possible, information about the benefits and risks of interventions should be framed in ways which assist the patient to best understand his or her situation, (for example using absolute, rather than relative, risk data) and to understand the nature of risk. The patient should be advised of material risks, as described by the High Court in Rogers v Whitaker in 1992. Material risks are those to which a reasonable person in the patient’s position is likely to attach significance, or those to which the doctor knows or ought to know the particular patient is likely to attach significance.

Known risks that reasonable people would regard as significant should be disclosed, whether an adverse outcome is common and the detriment slight, or whether an adverse outcome is severe though its occurrence is rare.

The communication process described in this Advice should enable a doctor to become aware of risks that a particular patient would treat as significant.

6.5 PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT DIAGNOSIS

When discussing the diagnosis, the following should be considered:

- the possible or likely nature of the illness or condition;
- the degree of uncertainty of any diagnosis;
- the possible need for referral for diagnostic confirmation or refutation;
- the extent and soundness of medical knowledge about the specific condition;
- the status of the patient’s illness, whether temporary, chronic or terminal;
- the involvement of the patient in formulation of the ongoing care;
- patient’s requests for information;
- sensitivity to the patient’s wishes for information; and
- alternative sources of reliable information.

Section 6.7 addresses additional considerations that should be taken into account if the doctor needs to communicate bad news to the patient.
6.6 PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT INTERVENTIONS

When discussing what the proposed intervention involves with the patient, the following information should be conveyed in plain language:

- a description of the intervention;
- what will happen to the patient;
- whether the proposed intervention is critical, essential, elective or discretionary;
- whether the proposed intervention represents current accepted medical practice;
- whether the proposed intervention is conventional, experimental or innovative;
- whether the proposed intervention is part of a clinical trial or other research project;
- the degree of uncertainty about the benefit(s) of the proposed intervention;
- how quickly a decision about the proposed intervention needs to be made;
- who will undertake the proposed intervention, including their status and the extent of their experience, and that of any supervising doctor, where this information is known;
- how long the proposed intervention will take;
- how long until the results of any intervention will be available;
- how long will be needed for recuperation and/or rehabilitation;
- what the estimated costs are (where known), including out-of-pocket costs; and
- what, if any, conflicts of interest the doctor may have, including financial ones.

The potential consequences of any proposed intervention should be conveyed including:

- the expected benefits;
- common side-effects, common complications, contraindications and possible harms, including their likelihood and degree;
- uncommon side-effects to which the particular patient may be exposed, or which are of concern to that patient;
- any outcomes that may require further intervention; and
- any significant long-term adverse outcomes (physical, emotional, mental, social, sexual, financial or other).

The patient should be advised of alternative options including:

- what those options are;
- their availability and potential consequences;
- likely short- and long-term consequences that may arise if they choose not to proceed with the proposed intervention or with any intervention at all.

The patient should be advised of proposed follow-up arrangements including:

- clearly stated arrangements for providing the results of the intervention (usually an investigation); and where relevant
- feasibility and costs of the follow-up arrangements.

Complex interventions usually require the provision of detailed information, as do treatments where the patient has no physical illness, for example cosmetic surgery.
6.7 COMMUNICATING BAD NEWS

Before communicating bad news, the environment and length of consultation require additional consideration, as does the patient's preference for having a person of their choice present. In some circumstances, it may be necessary to suggest immediate or early access to additional counselling and/or support services. A prompt follow-up consultation may be helpful when a condition is diagnosed that is likely to involve hospitalisation, sustained treatment and/or lifestyle change, or risk of permanent impairment or death. This will give the patient an opportunity to absorb the information, and to think of questions they may wish to ask.

6.8 WITHHOLDING INFORMATION

Information should not be withheld from patients. There are very few exceptions to this principle, but these include:

- Situations in which a patient expressly directs the doctor or another person to make the decisions, and does not want the offered information.

Even in these situations, the doctor should give the patient basic information about the illness, proposed treatments and the risks involved, and be satisfied that the patient understands both their right to receive information and that this right is being waived. Such decisions should be documented, along with the patient's consent to proceed without detailed information. The patient's decision should be reviewed over time to ensure that there has been no change of mind.

- Situations where a patient has impaired decision-making capacity, and the legally appropriate person requests that information not be provided either to the patient or to that person.

The doctor should give the legally appropriate person basic information about the illness, proposed interventions and risks involved, and be satisfied that that person understands both the right to receive information and that this right is being waived.

- Situations where there is good reason for the doctor to believe that the patient's physical or mental health might be seriously harmed by the information.

Information should not be withheld simply because the patient might be disconcerted or dismayed, or because the doctor finds giving particular information difficult or unpleasant.

The doctor needs to identify and address the concerns of family and carers about perceptions that the patient will be harmed by full disclosure.

- Situations where there is good reason for the doctor to believe that another person's physical or mental health might be seriously harmed by the information. Examples include issues such as domestic violence and intra-familial child abuse.

Situations as outlined above may have complex ethical, legal and privacy considerations, and doctors are advised to seek expert advice, eg from their medical indemnity organisation.
6.9 USE OF INTERPRETERS

When and wherever possible use should be made of qualified interpreters, including Auslan and telephone interpreters when consulting with patients not fluent in English or those with special communication needs. Accredited interpreters receive formal training and are bound by ethical standards of patient confidentiality and accurate interpreting.

Accredited Auslan interpreters should be used for consultations with deaf or deaf/blind patients, at the patient’s request. English may be a second language for some deaf patients and relying on written notes and/or lip reading can lead to misunderstanding.

For privacy reasons it is inappropriate to use family members or friends to interpret at medical consultations. However, not all cultural groups welcome the use of non-family members in such circumstances, and doctors need to be aware of, and sensitive to, such a possibility. When using an interpreter, it is important to address the patient directly rather than the interpreter.

6.10 USE OF PATIENT ADVOCATES

Patient advocates can play an important role in assisting communication and patient decision making. For example, they may be involved in assisting patients with chronic illness, mental illness, intellectual disability or those from different cultural backgrounds. Hospitals may employ Aboriginal liaison officers as patient advocates. The use of patient advocates must be negotiated with each patient as not all patients will want their involvement.

6.11 BRIEF CONSULTATIONS

Many doctor-patient contacts are relatively straightforward and brief, and may primarily involve the provision of information and advice, or repeat prescriptions.

This will usually mean that the exchange of information can be accomplished simply. These contacts are nevertheless significant, and the spirit and intent of this advice still applies.

6.12 ADVISING PATIENTS ABOUT ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Many patients will have had, or will seek, access to other sources of information about their condition, including information presented on the Internet. This information will be variable in quality, accuracy and scientific validity. Doctors should be courteous about such material as it can alert them to the patient’s desire for additional information and, if possible, offer guidance as to its usefulness and relevance.

Referral to appropriate sources of consumer information developed by the NHMRC and other organisations about different conditions and diseases is useful to some patients.
An increasing number of States and Territories and private medical insurers have also introduced telephone assistance, which patients may find informative and helpful.

Section D provides some reputable sources of information to which the patient could be directed.

**6.12 CLOSING THE CONSULTATION**

Before ending the consultation, it may be useful to provide a further opportunity for questions. Patients may raise very significant issues in their parting comments.

**7 RECORD KEEPING**

Adequate, accurate and comprehensible medical records are an important part of good communication. The medical record is an essential part of the communication process because continuity of care involves continuity of communication. In many situations, a patient will communicate with more than one person in a medical practice or hospital, and good medical records facilitate this process. Good medical records will allow another practitioner to take up the care of the patient seamlessly, and be recognised by the patient as a fair report of what was said and done.

**8 COMMUNICATION IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS**

Good communication is important during an emergency. Each emergency situation, where immediate intervention is necessary to preserve life or prevent serious harm, will determine what is communicated and how that occurs.

The patient should be offered information about their condition and the interventions undertaken at the earliest opportunity during or after the emergency. If time permits, and where appropriate, efforts should be made to communicate with other persons, such as the patient’s next of kin or legal guardian.

**9 REFUSAL TO TREAT**

There are situations where adequate communication is not possible. It is important to recognise that doctors have the right to refuse to consult and/or treat patients. This might apply when patients are violent or abusive, or when they fail to provide necessary information.

In these circumstances, doctors should communicate this refusal to the patient as courteously as circumstances permit, along with the reasons for the refusal, and ensure that alternative care is offered or made available.
10 DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION TO OTHERS

There are situations when it may be necessary to discuss sensitive information with people other than the patient, for example:

- in emergencies (see section 8, above);
- when patients have impaired decision-making capacity; and
- when duty of care raises issues about protecting others, as may arise in genetic or HIV counselling.

Such situations have complex ethical, legal and privacy considerations and doctors are advised to seek appropriate expert advice.
D FURTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION FOR THE PATIENT

The Commonwealth Government has established the website HealthInsite. This site contains up-to-date and quality-assessed information on a variety of health topics. Doctors may wish to refer patients to this site, at http://www.healthinsite.gov.au/ for additional information.

A further source of information is a booklet produced by the Australian Council for Safety and Quality in Health Care, the 10 tips for safer health care booklet. The booklet aims to assist people to become more actively involved in their health care, and includes questions which they might like to ask their health care professional. It can be downloaded at http://www.safetyandquality.org.au/

STATE AND TERRITORY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

**ACT**
Health First:
(02)6207 7777
TTY* (02)6207 7770
www.healthfirst.net.au

**Northern Territory**
Department of Health and Community Services: (08)8999 2400
TTY (08)8999 5511
www.health.nt.gov.au

**Queensland**
Queensland Health:
(07)3234 0111 or via TTY (07)3815 7602
Healthy Living Site:

**South Australia**
Department of Human Services:
(08)8226 8800
Strategy &Planning –
TTY (08)8226 6044
Disability -TTY (08)8226 6245
www.healthysa.sa.gov.au

**Western Australia**
Health Direct:
1800 022 222 TTY 1800 022 226

**Victoria**
Better Health Channel:
1800 126 637
www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au

**Tasmania**
Department of Health and Human Services
Helpline:
1800 067 415
www.dhhs.tas.gov.au

*TTY (Telephone Typewriter) service available for the hearing impaired or vocally disabled.*
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Communicating With Children and Families: From Everyday Interactions to Skill in Conveying Distressing Information
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ABSTRACT

Health care communication is a skill that is critical to safe and effective medical practice; it can and must be taught. Communication skill influences patient disclosure, treatment adherence and outcome, adaptation to illness, and bereavement. This article provides a review of the evidence regarding clinical communication in the pediatric setting, covering the spectrum from outpatient primary care consultation to death notification, and provides practical suggestions to improve communication with patients and families, enabling more effective, efficient, and empathic pediatric health care.

INTRODUCTION/OVERVIEW

Health care communication is a critical, but generally neglected, component of pediatric and pediatric subspecialty practice and training and is a skill that can and must be taught.1–13 The practicing clinician’s ability to communicate openly and with compassion is essential for effective and efficient routine health care; this ability becomes a vital lifeline for parents and children confronted with life-altering and sometimes life-ending conditions.11–16 The purpose of this report is to provide research-based and practical guidance to enable effective communication with pediatric patients and their families in a number of common settings and situations. Although child abuse, sexuality, divorce, and many other situations are not individually addressed, the principles and approaches discussed apply equally to these situations.

Communication is the most common “procedure” in medicine. Health care communication is different from normal social discourse, because intimate and very private issues are often discussed. These include hopes and fears, developmental concerns, sexuality, and mental health disorders. Painful issues, such as abuse, school failure, drug use, and terminal illness, are also discussed. Communication is the foundation of the therapeutic relationship; it is the basis of fiduciary and ethical obligations of physicians to patients and their families. Effective health care communication is an essential tool for accurate diagnosis17–19 and for the development of a successful treatment plan,20–23 correlating with improved patient knowledge,24 functional status,25,26 adherence to the agreed-on treatment regimen,20,21,27–32 improved psychological and behavioral outcomes,15,33–36 and even reduced surgical morbidity.3,4,37 In the case of distressing news, skillful communication can enable a family to adapt better to a challenging situation,12,38,39 including a child’s unanticipated impairments.40–43 Poor communication, on the other hand, can prompt lifelong anger31,42,44–48 and regret,14,40 can result in compromised outcomes for the patient and family, and can have medicolegal consequences for the practitioner.49

WHAT IS COMMUNICATION?

Effective communication is responsive to the needs of the whole patient and family dynamic; it is essential to patient-centered and family centered care, the basic building block of the medical home concept (www.medicalhomeinfo.org) endorsed by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) as a cornerstone of care.50 Taking time to build rapport and understand the child and family builds trust, leading to increased reporting of the actual reason for the visit.51,52 Clearly, improved communication will enhance patient outcomes and satisfaction.4

There are 3 elements of physician-parent-child communication53:
keeps empathy related to current medical education methods and role models.61-66 This concern has led to attempts to measure empathy and to reinforce it during medical education.67-69 It has been demonstrated in preliminary studies that empathy not only can be extinguished by training but also can be amplified and taught. Empathy affects quality of care and patient satisfaction; physicians who are empathetic have been shown to elicit patient concerns more accurately and address needs more effectively, often enhancing cost efficiency.70-76

Unfortunately, studies over the last 15 years do not indicate a trend toward improvement in this area. Despite requirements and recommendations of the American Council for Graduate Medical Education,77 the Future of Pediatric Education II Task Force,2 and the long-standing dedication to the child, family, and psychosocial environment by the AAP as manifested in numerous policies and published goals,3,4,50,78-84 the “informal” or “hidden curriculum” (that which is taught by observing the daily behavior of health care professionals, both good and bad)85 continues to disproportionately reward “hard” data collection while downplaying the role of the psychosocial, existential, and interpersonal concerns and needs of the patient and family. Such a training emphasis does not enhance the ability of the physician to fully meet the needs of our patients and their families.86

The Current Situation

Health care communication is currently learned primarily through trial and error.1 This may be attributable, in part, to a dearth of skilled mentors. A large national survey published in 2003 indicates that medical school faculty members may, themselves, need communication skills training.87 Nonphysician mentors who are trained communicators, such as child life therapists,88 child psychologists (as an example, see Sourkes89), and members of the American Academy on Communication in Health Care (AACH [www.aachonline.org]), can help practicing physicians and medical school faculty develop these skills.90 In the inpatient setting, social workers, advanced practice nurses, psychologists, and chaplains can assist in the provision and modeling of effective communication with children and their families,90-93 but the practice of depending on numerous caregivers to communicate poses a risk of families being exposed to conflicting information and opinions, often provoking anxiety and confusion. True interdisciplinary teamwork and collaboration can prevent this complication.43 Regardless of the help available, however, the physician must always play a significant role in the communication process.

Communication Needs

Patients and families expect more accessible information than is commonly provided in virtually every health care setting.12,31,58,94-98 It is estimated that 35% to 70% of medicolegal actions result from poor delivery of information, failure to understand patient and family perspectives, failure to solicit and incorporate patients’ values into the plan of care, and perceptions of desertion.49,99-104

Psychosocial and practical/family issues are often overlooked.52 Closed interviewing techniques, such as asking yes or no questions, may be used by clinicians to control the duration of the interview. Families perceive this style as indicative of a lack of interpersonal interest, sometimes resulting in a reluctance to reveal the true reason for seeking consultation; potential results are treatment failure and poor health outcomes.56,105-107 Invitations by physicians to the child and family to contribute and to express concerns are nearly always welcomed by parents and do not increase the duration, but do increase the utility, of the encounter.59,108 Formal
TABLE 1  Physician “Competencies” for Health Care Communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Competency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Develop a partnership with the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Establish or review the patient’s preferences for information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3.     | Establish or review the patient’s preferences for his or her role in decision-
  making                                                                  |
| 4.     | Ascertain and respond to the patient’s ideas, concerns, and expectations   |
| 5.     | Identify choices (including those suggested by the patient) and evaluate
  research in relation to the individual patient                            |
| 6.     | Present information and assist the patient to reflect on the impact of
  alternate decisions with regard to his or her lifestyle and values         |
| 7.     | Negotiate a decision with the patient                                       |
| 8.     | Agree on an action plan and complete arrangements for follow-up           |

Communication Competencies for Physicians

One group identified 8 physician “competencies” that enable “informed shared decision-making” to take place (see Table 1). These competencies, behaviors, and protocols will also result in patient-centered and family-centered interviews, which are key elements in the construction of a medical home.

According to these investigators, such an interview can be accomplished in 10 minutes with adult patients. The triadic nature of pediatric patient interactions would, as always, require more time. The child’s preferences and values should be solicited in addition to that of the parents. Sharing of information and responsibility for decision-making must be negotiated.

Effective Methodologies for Teaching Communication Skills

High proportions of physicians at all levels of practice are willing to reveal their discomfort with communication, particularly involving unwell information that is likely to upset parents. In response to residents’ requests and parents’ complaints, Northwestern University’s pediatric residency program developed a communication course designed according to the articulated needs of the learners. Provided during the middle of the first year of pediatric residency, training addressed “breaking bad news” and “difficult families.” Scenarios were designed with input from the residents. Teaching tools included didactic sessions, interactive discussion, parent-panel discussions (including children who had survived life-threatening illness and bereaved parents), paired role play, and discussion. Although well received, the effect was difficult to evaluate because of the low number of participants.

Use of simulated patients, observation of role models, attendance at camps, support groups, and home visits are also useful in developing a patient-centered and family-centered perspective, resulting in more effective communication skills.

A teaching program for “breaking bad news” in the emergency department (ED) setting using simulated patients and video feedback demonstrated improvement in skills after 2 sessions on the basis of a checklist of desired behaviors, simulated patient feedback, and improved confidence of trainees. A study of a 1-day workshop using scenarios relevant to the PICU also demonstrated statistically significant improvements. Simulated or “standardized patient” programs are, however, expensive.

Other investigators have found measurable success improving communication by using immediate video feedback alone. One innovative program designed for undergraduate medical students used two 2-hour sessions in both inpatient and outpatient settings, interviews with parents, and play with child patients to enable students to better understand family perspectives about communication. Progressive experiences included a small-group discussion about the difficulties of breaking bad news, a video role model followed by a parent panel, and finally, time to meet the child patient. The training was favorably received by student, parent, and patient participants. After the experience, some students reported a profound effect on their attention to the patient and his or her supporters; 18 months after the seminar, 1 student noted he still “keenly felt the influence of his eyes being opened to the myopic view of the medical field” in health care communication.

Another communication module to teach pediatric residents how to tell parents about a child’s lifelong disability was developed by a parent support group and a pediatrician. In this workshop, the psychosocial dynamics of the interchange are defined/identified, and facilitative behaviors are described. The resident chooses a skill in which he or she feels most deficient and works specifically to improve it in a role-play exercise. The workshop concludes with a debriefing and a review of the interview tape with the parent.

There are several communication skills teaching aids available. The Initiative for Pediatric Palliative Care (www.ippcweb.org) has communication modules, including videotapes for difficult conversations. The AACH has 3- to 5-day intensive training sessions on communication, generally focused on adult patient scenarios, which include videotaped feedback, self-critique, and peer critique. In addition, the AACH provides Web-based, multimedia interactive modules on communication and relational topics (www.aachonline.org). A list of tips, techniques, and resources can also be found in other publications.

Unfortunately, efforts to elevate health care communication, empathy, patient-centered and family-centered care as core competencies within the educational process and professional practice have, thus far, failed. Despite the overwhelming evidence of the benefit to patients, physicians, and society, effective communication is not rewarded by academic promotion or financial compensation. In fact, increased attention to communication can be costly to the practitioner in the short term because of inadequate payment for time spent discussing treatment plans and otherwise counseling families. The willingness of students, mentors, and practitioners to exert the time and effort to learn and practice effective and compassionate communication is undoubtedly influenced by these factors. Long-term benefits, such as improved patient outcome and satisfaction, decreased...
risk, and greater professional satisfaction, may be harder to quantify and appreciate.

Practitioners’ Needs
Practicing physicians’ self-assessment of skill level in breaking bad news is often inaccurate and overly self-flattering. Practice alone clearly does not result in improved communication skills. When self-assessed skill in this critical area is inadequate, some physicians avoid the discomfort by not engaging in difficult conversations. Less dramatically, given the widespread dissatisfaction with communication, it is clear that most practitioners would benefit from objective assessment of their current communication skills followed by targeted training, regardless of seniority.

Need for Research on Communication Education and Practice
If communication skill training is to be recommended throughout medical training and for continuing education, it is important to understand what techniques are most efficacious, time-efficient, and cost-efficient to achieve the goal of more consistently achieving effective, empathetic, and culturally appropriate communication that meets the needs identified by patients and parents. What timing during the course of education is most likely to result in durable change? Which communication techniques best prevent the anger and dismay that too often lead to suboptimal patient outcomes or malpractice litigation? Finally, what changes in institutional culture or reimbursement mechanisms will reinforce good communication throughout the career of the practitioner? Research on these topics should be a priority, given the central importance of communication in medicine.

CLINICAL PRACTICE ISSUES
Communication With Parents: Ensuring Effective Communication
Factors predictive of effective communication between physicians and patients/parents are the perception of interest, caring, warmth, and responsiveness. Parents’ most frequent criticisms of health care practice concern relationships with practitioners; these relationships have a dramatic effect on parental satisfaction, recall of instructions and, not surprisingly, treatment adherence. Greater trust and a better relationship with the physician have more of an effect on parent recall and satisfaction than written instructions or even the amount of time spent.

Causes of Dissatisfaction
Even with very detailed explanations, parents who feel they are not treated with respect or who have unrecognized or unaddressed fears feel unhappy about the amount of information provided. For instance, being asked to consent to a new aspect of a procedure while standing in the hall the night before surgery caught 1 parent by surprise, coloring her overall satisfaction and perception of the sufficiency of information. Facilities of improved communication include clear demonstrations of empathy and respect. See Table 2 for additional recommendations.

Audiotapes as Communication Aids
Several articles support the use of audiotapes to allow parents to repeatedly listen to the information, allowing it to soak in, and importantly, enabling dissemination of accurate information to others who could not be present. Parents frequently consult others in making health care decisions for their children, ranging from extended family members to other practitioners, other parents, religious leaders, and tribal elders. One study found that tapes made during outpatient encounters were listened to by parents nearly universally; grandparents listened to them more than half the time (52.8%), 70% were listened to more than once, and one third of parents made a copy to keep for themselves. The tapes were found to be helpful >99% of the time. Physician fears of the use of such tapes in medicolegal actions are understandable but, thus far, unfounded. In fact, the tapes often reveal that much more information was shared than either party realized, suggesting that the tapes may even be protective.

What Parents Want to Know: Surgical Procedures and Chronic Conditions
Patients undergoing surgery and their parents often want answers to seemingly “minor” questions. The expected duration of the surgery, the amount of hair to be removed, the location and length of the incision and bandages, location and purpose of intravenous lines and other assorted tubes, and the child’s likely appearance after the procedure are sources of concern that, although routine for practitioners, should be prospectively addressed.

Parents consistently state that they need more and clearer information about their children’s health status, particularly in the setting of chronic or terminal illness. Parents of chronically ill children want more information about the child’s condition, its treatment, and its long-term implications; they want

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>Recommended Communication Behaviors for Procedural Interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Find a private setting for discussion and decision making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use language the family can understand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use visual aids (drawings, models, and radiographs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace the information, providing it in a logical sequence; be prepared to patiently repeat information and answer questions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognize emotional distress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss indications, risks, benefits, and all reasonable alternatives (including not doing the procedure at all) and the associated risks and benefits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss specific tubes and drains immediately before surgery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalize the information rather than giving it as a rote speech (eg, use the child’s name)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid last-minute surprises when feasible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask parents and the child (when appropriate) to repeat what they understood in their own words, and clarify information and plans as needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were adapted from Lashley et al.
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that information to be shared with them as soon as it is known.42

Parents want advice about their child’s behavior and development, genetic implications of the child’s condition, and social contact with families in similar situations.39,142 They would like someone, preferably the physician, to provide oversight of the long-term care plan, including an opportunity for advance care planning and execution of advance directives.143,144 They want their views and concerns factored into the care plan and to be treated like partners (and often experts) in their child’s care.5,143,144 In some studies, parents report assistance with and recognition of the need to preserve family solidarity and support, including social support, child care, education, and professional services.94,140,143,146 One proposed solution is to have an annual family meeting of the family and physician to discuss the “big picture.”94 In short, parents of chronically ill children want a “medical home” as envisioned by the AAP. When appropriate information is not provided and this style of communication and relationship does not occur, the bitterness can linger for years.12–14,32,41,42 Physicians who are empathic, well informed, and honest are a source of strength for parents, particularly those struggling to adapt to a difficult situation.

**Intraprofessional Communication**

Particularly for children living with chronic health conditions, communication between primary care practitioner and specialist is critical for effective and efficient care.50,147,152 A recent study135 indicates that pediatric practitioners agree about the importance of such communication but have difficulty putting it into practice. Specific recommendations include timely, systematic information transfer from generalist to specialist at the time of referral, after consultation, and during follow-up visits. A toolkit with practical recommendations and reimbursement strategies can be found at www.medicalhomeinfo.org/tools/toolkits.html. In addition, recognition of the medical home concept and a plan for comanagement and communication should be in place.50,147,153

**Telemedicine**

In the setting of rural health care and limited numbers of pediatric specialists, communication and medical care may be provided via video and audio conferencing. Even in the case of psychiatric illness154 and chronic illness requiring multispecialty input,155,156 parents and caregivers found this means of communication nearly as efficacious as in-person communication, particularly when combined with less frequent face-to-face consultations.155,156 Another application of telemedicine is to provide frequent updates and secure communication for parents and extended families and other practitioners when a child is receiving care in the ICU.157

**Communication With the Child Patient: Ethical, Relational, Developmental, and Cultural Considerations**

**Moral, Ethical, and Developmental Obligation to Include Children in Communication About Their Health**

There is a moral and ethical obligation to discuss health and illness with the child patient, which is supported by a number of United Kingdom,158,159 Canadian,160,161 and US162,163 laws, policies, and court decisions (eg, Bellotti vs Baird, 443 US 622 [1979]).164, indicating an expectation that children will be active participants in their care.165–167 The principle of self-determination applies to children and adults.158,168–172 Involving children in communication about their health and in decisions regarding their health care shows respect for their capacities, will enhance their skill in the process of making future health decisions, and enables their essential input into decisions where there is no “right answer” other than the 1 that best meets the needs of the individual child and family.167,169,173,174 Older children and adolescents should have a significant role in such cases. When the patient and family disagree, the cultural and family values, roles, and structure that have always governed the relationship should be treated with due respect.

**Communication as a Developmental, Relational, and Cultural Process**

At its core, child health decision making is family-centered decision making.173 Parents and children themselves are more satisfied and adherence to the treatment regimen is enhanced when the child is addressed in information gathering and in the creation of the treatment plan.58,169,175 However, parents want to be involved in the decision regarding how their children are informed about their health conditions.150 It is, therefore, important to understand the preexisting parent-child relationship, the family’s cultural and idiiosyncratic values,176–178 and the developmental needs of the child, including the desire to participate in his or her own care plan.178 Simultaneously, determination of the parents’ perspectives on providing information to the child is imperative. It is important for parents to understand that research demonstrates improved adherence to the plan and resultant health outcomes when the child is treated as a partner. (For 2 recent reviews of the literature, see Tates and Meeuwesen175 and Rushforth.168) Pediatric health care quality will improve if the child is recognized to have his or her own individual cognitive and emotional needs, is taken seriously, and is considered to be intelligent, capable, and cooperative.5,137,150,168–170,173,175 Parents and practitioners should decide together whether the child will be present at the informational consultations, whether parents would prefer to tell the child themselves or have another person tell the child, and whether the informing interview will occur with or without the parents present. A recent literature review indicates that children 7 years and older are more accurate than their parents in providing health data that predicts future health outcomes, although they are worse at providing past medical histories.179 Thus, significant attention to the child’s input should be routine.

---
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practice. Assisting the child to achieve gradually increased capacity to take responsibility for the maintenance of health and the treatment of illness is a crucial task, specific to pediatric physicians and practitioners. See Table 3 for helpful strategies to accomplish this goal.

Despite these seemingly simple and cost-effective techniques, recent studies indicate that children are generally passive recipients of medical care, with little opportunity to express their concerns and virtually no attempt to engage them in the creation or implementation of a feasible care plan. In 1 study, children 8 to 15 years of age who had cancer perceived that they “occupy a marginal position in consultations . . . their priorities were of little interest to medicine.”

Enabling Effective Child Participation
In the past, children of any age were rarely consulted about their own health concerns. In current Western culture, children are highly valued, yet attention to their autonomous needs, especially when the child is not yet an adolescent, remains challenging. There are many reasons to include children as active partners in their own health care; however, this rarely happens. Some attribute this situation to the dearth of tools to clarify children’s conceptualization of health and illness, to assess their capacity for decision-making, to effectively share information with children, and to assess the outcome of shared decision making on the child patient.

Children can be coached to effectively assume the role of a health partner. One study used brief videos, age-appropriate workbooks, and a short (1- to 2-minute) role-play for the child subjects. Simultaneously, the physician and parents were educated on the importance of the child’s participation. The goal was to enable children to raise concerns, ask questions, note information, and participate in the creation and troubleshooting of potential problems with the care plan. Coached children preferred an active role in their care and reported better rapport with the physician, recalling significantly greater amounts of information about their medication regimen than controls (77% vs 47%, respectively). Physicians can encourage the parent to coach the child to be an effective advocate for his or her own health.

The importance of the child possessing effective health communication skills becomes evident when trying to assess and treat a child’s subjective symptom, including pain. In the absence of the child’s input, it is difficult to understand the nature and severity of the pain; thus, it is nearly impossible to relieve the discomfort effectively and safely. It is well known that the use of patient-controlled analgesia assists with the resolution of pain beyond the dose of medication. The message that the child knows his pain, is in control of his therapy, and is trusted is a powerful therapeutic intervention. Children as young as 4 years of age have used patient-controlled anesthesia effectively.

In many cases, parents mistakenly think that not informing the child is best. Some professionals argue that paternalistic decisions (primarily on the part of the family) to withhold “harmful” information from the child can be justified. This position is not supported in the literature that examines the child’s preference for information. One of the most striking was Bluebond-Langner’s landmark study of terminally ill children, indicating that children as young as 3 years of age were aware of their diagnosis and prognosis without ever having been told by an adult. She found that adult avoidance of disclosure and denial of difficult information led the child to feel abandoned and unloved. At the same time, the child’s response is often to “protect” the “unaware” adults, despite great personal cost; this situation is called mutual pretense and it hurts both parties. By using whatever information they have, children will continually try to make sense of their situations. An incomplete ability to understand does not justify a lack of discussion with a child who desires involvement in his or her care and decision making. Children often understand more than has been assumed. Increased experience with information they can understand creates a stable framework on which to add new information, promoting the integration of increasingly complex pieces of information. Children need to have usable information, to be given choices (including their desired level of involvement), and to be asked their opinion, even when their decision will not be determinative. Enhanced understanding provides a sense of control, which in turn mitigates fear, reducing the harms associated with illness and injury. Moreover, if the child is asking about the condition, he or she often already knows something is wrong and is checking to see whom to trust. Children who do not ask should be given the opportunity to receive information, but if they refuse it, information should never be forced on them.

Parents are also apparently harmed in the aftermath of nondisclosure to their children. A study of bereaved parents in Sweden indicates that all those who spoke openly with their children had no regrets, whereas 27% of those who did not speak to their children about dying not only regretted their decision but also suffered from an increased incidence of depression and anxiety as a result. Thus, counseling parents about the benefits of disclosure should be invoked when they are reluctant to speak with their child about illness or death.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3 Strategies to Engage Children in the Outpatient Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speak with the child, not at or to him or her</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak in a private setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine whom the child would like to be present (younger children will generally prefer parents to be present; children who have been abused by family members may need privacy to facilitate disclosure; most adolescents prefer privacy).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begin with a nonthreatening topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen actively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay attention to body language and tone of voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use drawings, games, or other creative communication tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicit fears and concerns by reference to self or a third party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask the child what he or she would do with 3 wishes or a magic wand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were adapted from Lark. 
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Adolescents’ Roles in Health Care Communication and Decisional Authority

If adolescents are to be given authority for their health care decisions, they must receive thorough, developmentally appropriate, understandable information to enable an understanding of the condition, what to expect with various tests and treatments, the range of acceptable and practical alternative care plans, and likely outcomes of each option. Only then can adolescents fully participate as partners in their health care.

Because the ability to comprehend and decide is fluid and variable within and between individuals, the assent given by an informed child or adolescent who can weigh the pros and cons of the proposed intervention should be given progressively greater weight compared with parental permission. However, the child’s choice and parents’ choices may be discordant. Expecting children to adhere to adult priorities and preferences may be illogical; Ladd and Forman argue that adults’ priorities clearly change over the trajectory of adulthood. Thus, if no value set is static, the adolescent’s seemingly trivial or superficial judgments may be just as legitimate as any other. They argue that total paternalism toward adolescents’ decisions undermines respect for the emerging, autonomous adults they will become and the emotional investment they have in their current values. The values with which adolescents judge their options are applied to an adolescent who holds those values, not to an adult with divergent values. This tolerant model of decision making addresses potentially harmful decisions by giving weight to the adolescent’s decision, with the proxy taking the role of educator, discussant, challenger, and shared decision maker. Overriding the adolescent’s decision should be undertaken with great trepidation, using the same criteria as are used to override an adult’s choice.

Adolescents and Forgoing “Life-Prolonging” Treatments

Children who have undergone treatments for a condition know the burdens of therapy more intimately than the adults trying to help them. Although they may not appreciate all the hoped-for benefits, their input into treatment decisions is clearly critical for a legitimate weighing of the benefit-burden calculus. When adolescents are able to appreciate the hoped-for benefits, they then also have the capacity to make full-fledged decisions regarding whether to forgo medical interventions. Decisions to forgo life-prolonging treatments made by adolescents have been upheld in courts of law. Landmark cases are described by Traugott and Alpers. Ridgway found that when physicians oppose these decisions, the courts generally decide for the professionals, prompting a caution to physicians to carefully weigh the likely burdens and benefits before going to court to force treatment.

Adolescent Decision Making: Legal and Ethical Issues

By US law, adolescents younger than 18 years (19 years in Nebraska and 21 years in Michigan) cannot make decisions about their health without their parents’ permission with some exceptions, notably emancipated minor status. Emancipated minors are persons younger than 18 years who live independent of their parents, who have taken on the responsibilities of an adult, including financial independence, parenthood, or military service, or who are emancipated by court order. Most states recognize “mature minors” by criteria strikingly similar to emancipated minor status. However, both the age of the patient and the conditions vary somewhat from state to state. Adolescents who are neither emancipated nor mature minors are allowed by some state statutes to give legally binding consent for treatments for limited reasons (examples include testing and treatment for sexually transmitted infections, including HIV infection; drug or alcohol abuse; family planning; blood donation; and mental health care) without parental notification.

Cultural Considerations

Minority and non–English-speaking families often have cultural expectations and nuanced understandings of language that, if not understood and attended to, can substantially interfere with effective medical care and may lead to a decrease in health status for their children. The AAP endorses the responsibility of the practitioner to be aware of and to accommodate the needs of such families. At issue are concerns regarding who gets information, who makes decisions, amount of eye contact, forthrightness, and the need for indirect discussion. It is a good idea to be aware of the general cultural norms and taboos of the dominant subcultures attending the practice. Although there are guidelines for what is “culturally competent,” none describes any individual family. Rather than assuming that a family will identify itself a certain way or follow cultural “norms,” it is generally safer to ask family members about the etiquette for communicating with them. “How should I give your family medical information about Mary?” “With whom do I share information?” “Who makes decisions?” “Are there topics that should not be directly discussed in your family?” Offering to wait until the relevant persons arrive is culturally respectful.

Members of subcultures that are typically passive with authority figures, who are fearful in medical situations, who make decisions that favor the group over the individual, or who have generally low educational levels may have special needs. These needs may include repeated invitations to ask questions, use of long silences during discussions, accommodation of large groups for information dissemination and health-planning discussions, extra time to consult with others when decisions are to be made, and written summaries or tapes of conversations to facilitate understanding through sharing information with others. Particularly if there is limited English language proficiency. See Table 4 for suggested prompts to elicit culturally related health beliefs, concerns, and practices.

Use of Translators

The availability of trained translators is required by the Joint Commission. Medicaid partially pays for transla-
Bad News

Bad news can be defined as “pertaining to situations where there is a feeling of no hope, a threat to a person’s mental or physical well-being, a risk of upsetting an established lifestyle, or where a message is given that conveys to an individual fewer choices in his or her life.” An alternate definition is that bad news is information that “results in a cognitive, behavioral, or emotional deficit that persists for some time.” Recognition that much of health care communication is actually bad news can substantially improve the experience. When hearing bad news, parents value a physician who clearly demonstrates a caring attitude and who allows them to talk and to express their emotions. One effective opening to the conversation is to ask, “What do you already know about what is happening to (patient’s name)?” Once their ideas are elicited, misperceptions should be corrected. Asking whether they know someone else with this diagnosis or situation and inquiring about their associated experience can be helpful. The latter question assists the physician to be aware of the family’s fears and expectations. Pointing out how the child’s situation is similar to or different from the previous experience helps parents to better understand the child’s likely course.

Parental dissatisfaction with the process of breaking bad news is common. Use of a protocol for breaking bad news can substantially improve the experience. Comprehensive guides for breaking bad news are available. Although needing to inform parents of a chronic, incurable diagnosis may challenge a physician’s feelings of competency, parents are most attentive to the affective relationship of their informant, rather than the ability of the informer to “fix it.” Parents are able to distinguish the difference between the delivery of the news and the news itself.

One US study in the 1980s found that parents of children with cancer, when hearing the initial diagnosis,
TABLE 5  Suggestions for “Breaking Bad News” With Skill and Empathy

Do not disclose bad news over the telephone
Use trained translators as needed
Avoid telling a lone parent without his or her spouse and/or a preferred support person present
Enable the parents to touch the deceased child before or during the interview
Hold or touch the child with obvious care
Recognize that parents are primarily responsible for their child
Show caring, compassion, and a sense of connection to the patient and the family
Place the discussion to the parents’ emotional state; do not overwhelm them with information
Do not use jargon
Elicit parents’ ideas of the cause of the problem; ensure they do not blame themselves or others
Name the illness and write it down for the parents
Ask the parents to use their own words to explain what you have just told them to confirm effective transmission of information
Address the implications for the child’s future
Acknowledge their emotions and be prepared for tears and a need for time; it is helpful to bring a social worker and/or chaplain to the meeting
Be willing to show your own emotion; aloofness or detachment is offensive
Give parents time to be alone to absorb the information, react, and formulate additional questions
Be able to recommend relevant community-based resources
Provide contacts with other willing families with a similarly affected child
Provide a follow-up plan and make an appointment for the next conversation

Data were adapted from Kranin et al,23 Fallowfield,24 Nursey et al,25 Heller and Solomon,26 and Woolley et al.27
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desire less information at that time, preferring an emphasis on establishing trust with new caregivers. Parents’ trust of advice is built by acknowledging the grief, anxiety, and fear the family is experiencing and inviting them to share their feelings and ask questions. Gradually sharing additional illness and treatment information, supplemented by written or taped materials, and providing a means to contact the physician when additional questions arise, is also greatly appreciated.26 Many parents now are asking for e-mail contact and, in some instances, this is a reimbursable service.25

When parents (predictably) become upset during the informing interview, acknowledge their grief and fear by waiting until their attention turns back to the discussant, then state (for instance):

“I can see you were not expecting this.” (Silence)

“You seem quite upset; I would be, too. (Silence.) Do you know anyone who has had this illness? (Silence.) How did things go for them?”

Facial tissues are essential equipment. Parents want hopeful and positive things said about their child, and an opportunity to touch or hold the child, particularly newborn infants or children from whom they have been separated during a transport. They need recognition by the physician of the child’s unique value as an individual first and as an ill or injured person second.24 Speaking of the child as if he or she is “is” the diagnosis is hurtful.

As time progresses, parents also appreciate emotional support and affirmation of their efforts and ability to care for the child. “Your child is lucky to have you for parents! I can’t imagine anyone doing a better job than you two!” Harsh or judgmental statements about the child, the parents, or their behaviors are unhelpful.

Communication in the ICU and ED

Bad News in the ED

In the ED, parents often arrive separately from the child. If they are available by telephone, let them know the child is seriously ill/injured, but do not disclose death over the telephone unless the parent is insistent. Suggest they come in as soon as possible and bring their spouse and a close friend with them. Ask them to be careful and to consider letting someone else drive, because they are at an increased risk of having an accident because of their appropriately upset emotional state.

If a child is undergoing resuscitation when the parents arrive at the ED, it may be appropriate to offer the parents the opportunity to be with the child.216–222 The majority of families offered this option accept and feel much better knowing that “everything was done” and that they were there in the child’s last moments of life.233–228 Parents should know they do not have to go into the resuscitation area if they choose not to: affirmation should be provided indicating that loving and good parents decide either way. If the parents choose to be present, a staff member should be assigned as a dedicated escort. This individual should tell them what they will see and let them know they can leave at any time. Parents should be informed that they will be asked to leave if they interfere with the team’s function or seem to be harmed by being there. When in the room, the escort explains the role of each person present, what is being done, then affirms that, despite all that is going on, this is still their child (use the child’s name) and that he or she may be able to hear the parent. The escort can suggest the parents touch and speak to the child, assuring him or her of the family’s love.

An even more challenging task is to inform families of trauma victims that their previously healthy child is dead.229 Jurkovich et al22 studied the experiences of bereaved families of child and adult trauma victims. The findings and recommendations were consistent with those for ICU patients. The most important attributes of the communication, from the parents’ perspectives, are the attitude of the informer, clarity of the message, privacy of the conversation, and the ability of the informer to accurately answer parents’ questions. Many parents recounted positive experiences, primarily of having caring hospital and prehospital staff. Physicians garnered most of the negative comments. Rank and attire were of minimal concern to these families.

After greeting the parents and escorting them to a private area, have someone who has directly participated in the care of their child speak with them. Sit down and bring tissues. Begin by asking what they know so far. Ask when they saw the child last and what he or she was doing at that time. Explain any factual details that are known about what happened at the scene and what has been done so far in the resuscitation. There are
limited number of members of the care team, if desired. If possible, provide a rocking chair, support persons from the family, and a small personal area to maximize privacy and minimize disruption. If feasible, move the body and the family to a quiet area; allow families to have some private time with the child’s body. Ensure an appropriate environment, including a quiet, comfortable setting for families, often leading to poor decision making. The stakes involved in having a child in the ICU and the constant uncertainty make negative reactions understandable. Parental sources of stress include seeing the child in pain, frightened, or sad, and the inability to communicate with the child. Increased attention to the fulfillment of parental needs can improve relations between parents and ICU staff.

Communication in the NICU and PICU
Communication within an NICU or PICU generally involves bad news in a very foreign environment, virtually always with large numbers of unfamiliar health care professionals. Guidelines have been promulgated to suggest important ways to support families of ICU patients. See Table 6 for suggestions with regard to communication.

Special Communication Considerations in Terminal Illness
No communication is more difficult than telling a parent that his or her child will die. However, in many instances, painful as it is, parents may be hoping doctors will do just that. Parental recognition that one’s child is suffering, disproportionate to the likelihood of benefit, is extremely distressing. However, it is a rare parent who will challenge the physician who continues to hold out hope for “cure” or prolonged life. Parents and adult patients expect physicians to recognize and discuss the need to change the goals of care. In 1 study, 45% of parents of critically ill children thought it may be time to stop attempts to treat the illness before the physician brought it up, but none broached the topic. Many physicians, however, wait until they perceive the family or patient is “ready,” leading to additional emotional and physical suffering, including a prolonged dying process.

2 choices at this point; the first is immediate notification of the death, offering to escort the parents into the room to be with the body, and explaining what was done and that the child’s injuries were too severe to survive but reassuring them that everything that could have been done to save the child’s life was done. Alternatively, there can be a staged disclosure, initially telling them that the child is very severely injured and at risk of dying, but that everything possible to save him is still being done. Tell them you are going to check on the rescue team’s progress, leaving a team member in the room with them; make sure the rescue area is cleaned up and that the child’s body is presentable. Leave some of the tubes in place to demonstrate the efforts that were made to save the child’s life. Call the chaplain and the social worker if they are not on the scene. Then, go back and inform the parents of the child’s death a few minutes later. In the case of sudden, unexpected, and overwhelming illness or death, parents will likely be shocked, highly emotional, angry, and suspicious. This reaction, although difficult to endure as the perceived target of their animosity, is certainly understandable. A parent might blurt:

“But I put Juanita on the school bus this morning. She can’t be dead!”

Offer to take parents in to see their child, and ensure a member of the resuscitation team is available to provide the specifics of what was done and to answer any questions. If feasible, move the body and the family to a private area to maximize privacy and minimize disruption; allow families to have some private time with the body. Ensure an appropriate environment, including a rocking chair, support persons from the family, and a limited number of members of the care team, if desired by the family. Do not rush them. Experience indicates that 2 to 3 hours is the maximum time most families want to remain with the body: 15 to 20 minutes is more common.

Communication in the NICU and PICU
Communication within an NICU or PICU generally involves bad news in a very foreign environment, virtually always with large numbers of unfamiliar health care professionals. Guidelines have been promulgated to suggest important ways to support families of ICU patients. See Table 6 for suggestions with regard to communication.

Understanding how parents cope with bad news may prevent some judgmental conclusions and may assist ICU caregivers to be effective communicators with families. See Table 7 for a list of coping mechanisms, both adaptive and maladaptive, of parents with critically ill children.

Special Communication Considerations in Terminal Illness
No communication is more difficult than telling a parent that his or her child will die. However, in many instances, painful as it is, parents may be hoping doctors will do just that. Parental recognition that one’s child is suffering, disproportionate to the likelihood of benefit, is extremely distressing. However, it is a rare parent who will challenge the physician who continues to hold out hope for “cure” or prolonged life. Parents and adult patients expect physicians to recognize and discuss the need to change the goals of care. In 1 study, 45% of parents of critically ill children thought it may be time to stop attempts to treat the illness before the physician brought it up, but none broached the topic. Many physicians, however, wait until they perceive the family or patient is “ready,” leading to additional emotional and physical suffering, including a prolonged dying process.

Mixed messages from multiple consultants, particularly in the ICU setting, can be extremely confusing and upsetting for families, often leading to poor decision making as the parents (understandably) hold on to the most hopeful messages. Having a clear captain of the care team, one who is evaluating the situation as a whole,
particularly as death nears, is extremely helpful in preventing such problems.

Bad News in the Delivery Room

Despite increasing accuracy and availability of prenatal diagnosis, a pediatrician can be confronted in the delivery room by a child who is too immature to survive or who has anomalies that are incompatible with life; attempts at resuscitation would be inappropriate in these situations.235 When prematurity is the problem, the parent is generally already aware of this. Introducing oneself and providing “a warning shot” may be helpful.

“I am Dr. ______ and I am the pediatrician who was called by your physician to care for your infant. My team and I have experience doing everything possible to help premature newborns. Based on your history and our examination, it seems, unfortunately, that your daughter was born too early to survive for very long, no matter what we do. (Pause) I am sorry. I really wish it were different. At this point, we are ensuring her warmth and comfort. (Pause) Does she have a name? Would you like to spend some time with her and hold her?”

Point out the infant’s normal features. Important things not to say at his time include asking when the mother noted her premature labor or asking about factors that may have triggered premature delivery. Blaming is unhelpful and unnecessary; avoidance of a recurrence can be accomplished at a future time when the information can be seen as helpful and can be absorbed.

For the near-term child with lethal anomalies, the diagnosis has typically been made before delivery. In this case, it can be helpful for pediatricians to ask parents what they know and provide confirmation of what they see. Goals of care should have already been established; in some settings, a prenatal hospice program may have been set up and available for support during the delivery.236 If not, or if the diagnosis is unexpected, a “warning shot” is needed, followed by empathic and clear disclosure. Hovering and whispering about the infant only adds to the panic and confusion.

“I am Dr. ______ and I was asked to help care for your son. He has beautiful hands! And he also appears to have some unusual characteristics. Did you or your obstetrician have any concerns or suspicions that something may have been different about your baby before his birth?”

If the prognosis or diagnosis is not clear, the infant will likely be brought to the NICU for additional evaluation and management.235 An explanation of what will be done, how long it will take, when the parents can visit, and when more will be known is important. If the child has a clearly lethal anomaly (eg, anencephaly), the child should not be separated from the parents unless that is their preference, and the process of palliative care should begin immediately. Pointing out the normal features of the child and ensuring the parents do not blame themselves for the anomalies are important therapeutic interventions. Asking whether parents wish to bathe or dress their child or have siblings hold their child helps families accept the newborn. If the infant is alive, attend to its comfort with warm blankets and maternal skin contact, if desired. Suggest making a hand mold or print, cutting a lock of hair, or taking photographs. Offer to call a chaplain or the parents’ own clergy, if they prefer, to assist them to explore meaning and to help with any rituals.231 Give them time to be with the infant or the body in a private place for as long as they desire. Offer help to call friends or family if they choose. Ensure bereavement follow-up.

In the NICU and PICU, parents are often asked to participate in the decision-making process regarding the use of “life-prolonging” measures. Little research addresses effective and compassionate ways to communicate about stopping critical care interventions and changing goals of care, although much research documents dissatisfaction with current methods. The usual way of addressing the failure of medical therapy can be very problematic and may generate thoughts or conclusions that are unintended but potentially devastating. Table 8 presents common medical statements, how they may be perceived, and suggests alternatives.

INFORMED CONSENT, COMMUNICATING RISKS, AND BENEFITS OF RESEARCH

Sometimes, when conventional treatment has failed, clinical trials are available. Although parents often state their motives to enroll their child in research are altruism and/or the desire to learn more about their child’s disease, it is interesting to note that, when they are in an outpatient setting and less rushed to make a decision, participation rates in clinical trials are lower than in inpatient settings.237 It is clearly difficult to achieve truly informed consent for medical care or procedures, let alone clinical research, when death is likely; strong emotions govern such situations. The need to explain complex constructs of risks and benefits, randomization, physiology, and often, pharmacology to lay people is daunting. Nevertheless, there is still an obligation to make a valiant effort to obtain truly informed consent. Too often there is a problem of therapeutic misperception, representing that the purpose of the research is to treat the patient rather than benefit future patients.238 Indeed, therapeutic misperception may sometimes even be fostered by investigators. However, a recent analysis of cancer trials found that there were “insufficient data to conclude” that enrollment in clinical trials resulted in improved outcomes.239 According to the Institute of Medicine Committee on Clinical Research Involving Children,240 consent, permission, and assent should be viewed as a process of communication, encouraging questions at the initiation and throughout treatment to assess understanding and ensure lack of coercion in ongoing participation. These recommendations are based in part on 2 other important, recent reports on research ethics.241,242

A study of consent for childhood leukemia trials found that not providing information, and lack of understanding of information presented, hampered the achievement of informed consent.243 For instance, randomization was not mentioned in 17% of cases, and parents did not understand it 50% of the time, despite efforts to explain the concept. Similarly, 18% of parents
### Methods of Communicating Sensitive Health Care Information and Perceptions of Communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usual Method of Communicating Message</th>
<th>How the Usual Communication May Be Perceived</th>
<th>Alternative Method of Communicating Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Do you want us to do CPR?”</td>
<td>“CPR would work if you would allow us to do it”</td>
<td>“Tell me what you know about” CPR. “CPR is most helpful for patients who are relatively healthy, and even then, only 1 of 3 patients survive. Many of Lisa’s organs are not working. As you know, she is getting dialysis to clean her blood like her kidneys would have, a breathing machine for her lungs, and medicine to keep her blood pressure up. If her heart were to stop, it would not be because there is a problem with her heart (it is fine), but it would be because she is dying. All of our hearts stop when we die. So pumping on her heart, or “doing CPR” will not make her better. On the other hand, while I would recommend not doing CPR, I am not recommending stopping any other treatment she is receiving at this time. There is still a chance that she may get better. Let’s hope for the best, but also plan for the worst. We will need to keep a close watch on her and keep you up to date on how she is doing. Do you have any questions?” “Let’s talk again later today so I can update you. Is there anyone else I need to talk to?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Let’s stop heroic treatment”</td>
<td>“We will provide less than optimal care” (What is heroic about performing invasive, painful, costly, nonbeneficial care?)</td>
<td>“At this time, I think the most heroic thing we can do is to understand how sick Jamal is and stop treatments that are not working for him. I think we should do all we can to ensure his comfort and yours, make sure there are no missed opportunities, and ensure we properly celebrate his life. I will follow your lead on this. Some ideas that have helped other families include getting him home with help for you if you wish, or you may choose to have his friends and your family come here instead and have a party; you can bring his clothes so that he will look like himself, bring in his music or a photo album and relive some of your best memories of him, make a mold of his hand so that you will always have his hand to hold, or anything else that would be a proper celebration of his life.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Let’s stop aggressive treatment”</td>
<td>“We will not be attentive to his needs, including symptom distress and need for comfort”</td>
<td>“We will do all we can to ensure he is as comfortable as possible.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Aiesha has failed the treatment”</td>
<td>“The patient is the cause of the problem”</td>
<td>“We have tried all the proven treatments and even some experimental ones for Aiesha. Unfortunately, we did not get the results we had hoped for. I wish it were different!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We are recommending withdrawal of care for Marisa”</td>
<td>“We are going to abandon her and you”</td>
<td>“Marisa is too ill to get better. We need to refocus our efforts on making the most of the time she has left.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“There is nothing more we can do for Adam”</td>
<td>“We will allow him to suffer, we do not care about him, we only care about fighting the disease”</td>
<td>“We need to change the goals of our care for Adam. At this point we clearly cannot cure him, but that does not mean we can’t help him and your family.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Johnny is not strong enough to keep going”</td>
<td>“Johnny is weak”</td>
<td>“Johnny is a strong boy and he has fought hard with us to beat his disease. Unfortunately, as much as we wish we could, we cannot cure Johnny. At this point, we are hurting him rather than helping, giving him side effects, and keeping him from being at home or taking a trip, or whatever he really wants to do with the time he has left.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We will make it so Thuy does not suffer”</td>
<td>“We are going to kill Thuy.”</td>
<td>“We will do everything we can to make Thuy comfortable.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We need to stop active treatment for Dwayne”</td>
<td>“We will not take care of him at all”</td>
<td>“The goal of curing Dwayne’s disease, despite the best efforts of a lot of smart and hard-working people, is no longer possible. We are so sorry and wish that that were different! I have cared for many children who are as sick as your son. It is very hard on all of us, especially you, his parents and family when the treatments do not work as we had hoped. Many parents like you have agreed to stop efforts to cure when they are not working, as difficult as that is. Would you like me to put you in touch with some of the other parents who have been through this too?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Do you want us to stop Bobby’s treatment?”</td>
<td>“You are the final arbiter of your child’s death”</td>
<td>“Bobby is lucky to have such excellent, loving and selfless parents. I know this is hard; we will get through it together. I am glad you agree with our recommendations to change the goals of care to better meet Bobby’s needs. I will let my team know what we have decided.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I am glad you agree. Will you sign Juan’s do-not-resuscitate order?”</td>
<td>“You are signing his death warrant”</td>
<td>“There is no surgery, no medicine, and all the love you clearly feel for Juan will not make him better, he is just too sick. I wish it were different.” “Silence” “I will change his orders to make sure he only gets tests and treatments that can help him now.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CPR indicates cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
lacked understanding of the right to refuse to participate (attempted explanation, 97%) and 20% did not understand the right to withdraw from the study at any time (attempted explanation, 72%). In another study, parents did not understand the existence of details of treatment alternatives. Health literacy is a problem for much of the adult US population, not just parents.

Children being offered the opportunity to participate in clinical research trials must be asked their opinion and must give permission to proceed. In fact, the requirement for affirmative child assent is codified in the Current Federal Regulations. The opportunity to provide assent implies the ability to dissent as well; dissent must be taken seriously but is not considered to be determinative, when rendered by the child, if the trial holds realistic promise for a beneficial outcome. These concerns and needs must be anticipated as routine and accommodated. Clinical investigators need explicit training regarding how to obtain truly informed consent.

Suggestions to help improve communication about clinical trials are in Table 9.

In the setting of research with a potentially terminally ill child, emotions run high. Parental and clinician ability to judge the situation on the objective merits of the alternatives, within the framework of long-held values, is severely challenged and rarely accomplished. An altruistic child may prefer to continue on to benefit others, regardless of his or her own outcome. These children are ideal candidates for research. However, others want desperately to control their destinies and to enjoy the time remaining. Parents’ need to sustain life, often at all costs, can blind them to the child’s need to enjoy it. It is the clinician’s obligation to ensure that the risks and benefits are communicated in an unbiased way, while giving recommendations based on disclosed priorities and experience. Decisions should incorporate the views of the child, parents, and other caregivers who know the child well. Additional research is desperately needed to ensure a process that enables truly informed consent.

Presenting Palliative Care as a Viable Alternative to Research Participation

At such vulnerable times, parents are often told that the “only” alternative to enrollment in experimental therapies is “doing nothing,” an alternative that is never attractive and is also never true. Each treatment option should be evaluated based on the likely (not just hoped for) outcomes in this individual child’s case, given his or her illness history and comorbidities, and the known and possible burdens and complications, including pain, isolation, fatigue, and missed opportunities. The merits and burdens of pursuing palliative goals of care without further attempts to reverse the disease versus experimental or “innovative” (uncontrolled research) treatment must be clearly explained to ensure that a choice is truly being offered.

Palliative care can be provided concurrently with life-extending measures or can be the sole focus of care. Palliative care is intensive care, addressing the whole child within the context of self, family, and community. Palliative care attends to spiritual, physical, emotional, and social needs of the patient while also addressing the needs of parents, siblings, and others affected by the child’s illness and ultimate death. Palliative care can facilitate an excellent quality of living in the face of a short life expectancy, ensuring that the child and his or her family live fully, despite being in the shadow of inevitable death.

Children can even live longer than expected when effective palliative care is offered because of renewed hope and relief of symptoms that are too often ignored in other treatment paradigms.

Postmortem Communication

Parents are generally supported by family, friends, the community-based medical home pediatrician, and their congregational clergy after the death. However, they often feel cut off from the people with whom they developed an intense bond in the hospital; the last people to assist them to care for their child, the people who guided their initial acknowledgment of their child’s death. Even small tokens of continued concern have a huge effect on families. In a study of bereaved survivors of adult patients, a condolence card, signed by direct care providers and mailed 2 weeks after the death, had a profound impact. Ninety-four percent of the recipients still had the card in an easily accessible place 1 year later. One woman whose husband died in the ED stated that the card helped her cope with his unanticipated death, because “at least I know he died among caring people.” There is published guidance for physicians about how to write a condolence card, but even a signature will suffice.

Sometimes, especially when practitioners have become extremely close to the patient, attending the memorial or funeral service may be appropriate. This act serves to let the family know that the concern and attachment they perceived were real; it may also allow some healing for the practitioner, who otherwise may “burn out” from the emotional exhaustion of the investment in children who die and their families. Giving oneself permission to love and let go is important, and societal rituals may assist in the resolution of the professionals’ grief as well. Families are generally overcome with appreciation when the physician attends the memorial or funeral and can be resentful when they do not attend.

---

**TABLE 9**

**Suggestions to Improve Communication About Clinical Trials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ensure the presence of a nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read the consent document with the parents, explicitly soliciting questions and allocating sufficient time to answer them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide time to process the information, including taking the consent document home overnight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide written and video explanations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide information in the family’s native language when possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide names and contact information for practitioners who can offer independent, competent second opinions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct a daily education conference to allow information to be incrementally processed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were adapted from Kodish et al.244
not.125 The AAP endorses an active role for the pediatrician in providing bereavement care.82

Autopsies as Communication Opportunities
Particularly if an autopsy is performed, it is advisable to have a postmortem conference with the parents (and sometimes siblings as well) approximately 6 to 8 weeks after the death.91,253–255 As parents reflect on the whirlwind events of their final days with their child, numerous questions arise. They need a vehicle to have these questions answered efficiently. If an autopsy is performed, there is no opportunity to hear and discuss the results, parents may become suspicious that the medical establishment was “experimenting” on their child.92,93 Moreover, parents may have requested the autopsy to assist in family planning or to determine the need to do screening procedures on close relatives; thus, they may be awaiting the results anxiously. An in-person meeting allows the treating physician to answer all the family’s questions, translate the autopsy findings into understandable lay language, and importantly, to check on the well-being of the parents and siblings. The family and the staff appreciate coordination of the timing of this meeting so all important members of the care team can attend. Long-term follow-up may include an annual card on the child’s birthday or anniversary of the death.93,253–255 As parents reflect on the whirlwind events of their final days with their child, numerous questions arise. They need a vehicle to have these questions answered efficiently. If an autopsy is performed, there is no opportunity to hear and discuss the results, parents may become suspicious that the medical establishment was “experimenting” on their child.92,93

MEDICAL ERROR DISCLOSURE
Medical errors are increasingly in the public eye. Communication about medical errors is 1 of the most challenging aspects of health care,256 yet parents exhort caregivers to be forthright and timely in revealing the mishap.104 Training on how to approach patients and families about the occurrence of a medical error can increase family and patient satisfaction regarding these situations and can substantially decrease the medical malpractice payouts related to such occurrences. (Multiple case studies are available at www.sorryworks.net.)

PHYSICIAN SELF-CARE
Medicine is a challenging and rewarding profession. It requires lifelong learning, not only from books, journals, and courses, but also from attention to interactions with patients and families. Physicians have a difficult job; the responsibility to communicate effectively and efficiently to clarify the diagnosis, consider psychosocial and existential concerns, respect family and other supporters’ needs, and to come to an agreed-on plan of care is substantial and can be overwhelming. Allowing time between patients and debriefing conversations with staff, increased physician education on communication, and improved payment for counseling time can help.

SUMMARY
Effective, empathic communication is an essential skill for physicians caring for pediatric patients and their families. It can lead to improved outcomes for children, their families, and physicians themselves. Communication de- serves a place at center stage for pediatric education, practice, and research.
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I. PROCESS REPORT

This document was developed in accordance with NHMRC policies on the development of guidelines and advice.
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